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JMU one of 6 
schools with no 
date rape policy 
byKerriShea 
 stqffwriter  
JMU is one of six major Virginia four year- 
universities that do not have a specific sexual assault 
policy, and one former JMU student said that lack of 
policy caused her sexual assault claim to be handled 
unfairly by the university. 
Former JMU student Kristi Kane says she was 
"not at all" satisfied with the way her case was 
handled in the JMU system. Kane says she chose not 
to process judicially because she said thought "the 
most he could get was a suspension." 
But Mike Way, University Judicial Coordinator, 
said he does not see the need for a specific sexual 
assault policy. Rape falls under "violence to persons" 
in the student handbook, a charge that carries a 
suggested penalty of one semester's suspension. 
"My belief is that sexual assault is a crime of 
violence to persons,*' Way said. "The procedures 
developed have proven to deal with specific issues." 
Kane filed charges in the Harrisonburg- 
Rockingham court system against JMU soccer player 
Ivan Sampson, whom she claimed raped her in 
Chandler Hall. Sampson was charged with rape in 
February of 1990, and was acquitted in November of 
1990. 
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Philpott, House speaker, dies at 72 
Virginia House of Delegates Speaker A.L. Philpott died off cancer at 72 Saturday. 
Philpott was elected to the General Assembly in 1957, and rose during his legislative 
career to become one of the Assembly's most powerful legislators. Gov. L. Douglas 
Wilder ordered state flags to be flown at half staff for two weeks in his honor. 
Bush calls for nuke cuts 
byJoeKormk 
copy editor 
Since the Soviet Union exploded its first atomic 
device in 1949, the two superpowers have been 
continuously adding to their nuclear arsenal — but 
that escalation may have come to an end Friday night. 
President Bush called for reductions in U.S. nuclear 
arms, including the elimination of all its world-wide 
inventory of ground-launched short-range nuclear 
weapons and presented a challenge to the Soviet 
Union to do the same. 
'It's definitely a step in the right direction," Lt. 
Col. William MacDonald, head of JMU's military 
science program, said. "The president is trying to 
reduce the threat of nuclear arsenals all over the 
world- 
According to Dr. Anthony Eksterowicz , a political 
science professor, "We may be entering an age of 
unilateral nuclear disarmament. The thinking that is 
being discussed is radically different than we've ever 
experienced during the Cold War." 
Bush's proposal calls for: 
• The withdrawal and destruction of all tactical and 
short range ground-based weapons from Europe. There 
are about 2,150 of these weapons. 
• The elimination of nuclear weapons from Naval 
surface ships and attack submarines. 
• The grounding of all U.S. strategic bombers that 
were on 24-hour alert, including about 40 B-S2s, and 
putting their nuclear missiles in storage. 
• The development of Strategic Defense Initiative 
research and the continued development of the B-2 
Stealth bomber. These developments would cost 
about $50 billion. 
• The beginning of scheduled reductions included in 
NUCLEAR page 2 
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Rape 
CONTINUED/rom/xige; 
While suspension is the guideline presented in the 
student handbook. Way said punishments "range from 
a semester's suspension to expulsion." He said in one 
case last year a student was suspended for three years. 
Kane said she thinks the current judicial policy 
"scares a lot of people away from processing. He 
could have a lawyer — I couldn't. He could ask me 
questions — I couldn't ask him questions. That 
terrified me," Kane said. 
But "that's not true," Way said. "The victim is 
allowed to address the attacker. Questions come 
primarily from the Judicial Council." 
Beginning this year, both students are allowed to 
have legal counsel. In the past only the accused 
student could have a lawyer present. 
Kane suggests a revision of the entire judicial 
process that "wouldn't persecute the victim." 
But Way said the procedure is fair. "Current judicial 
procedure provides due process for the alleged attacker 
and protects the rights of the victim," he said. 
Kane says the campus police and the resident hall 
advisers were "very cooperative with me and very 
willing to help. They tried to be helpful and they 
were — as much as the policy would let them." 
Sampson declined to comment. 
If a student chooses to file judicial charges through 
the university. Way steps in. 
Vfoy said, "The accused student is asked in a letter 
to come to my office to discuss the charge. I 
determine appropriate sanctions, and the student can 
either reject or accept this decision. If a student 
rejects, then the case would go to a hearing." 
In a hearing, an impartial panel of three students, 
three faculty members and a faculty chair hear both 
sides of the case. Witnesses are called and questioned, 
and the accused student is allowed to present 
concluding remarks. 
The council then determines guilt or innocence 
decided by a majority vote. Sanctions are determined 
and the accused student is informed of the decision, 
and of the right to appeal. 
Teresa Gonzalez, associate vice president of student 
affairs, said she is starting a committee to draft a 
brochure informing students of current procedure 
students  follow  in a sexual  assault case. The 
pamphlet will be made "available to survivors and 
friends" of survivors of sexual assault, Gonzalez said. 
The University of Virginia, the College of William 
& Mary, Radford University and Mary Washington 
College have implemented sexual assault policies that 
went into effect this semester. 
Old Dominion University and Virginia State 
University should have a policy in place next 
semester, according to their associate vice presidents 
of student affairs. 
Other universities looking into the need for such a 
policy include Virginia Tech, George Mason 
University, and Virginia Commonwealth University. 
After a highly publicized rape case last year, 
W&M's policy is now automatic expulsion for 
someone found guilty of dale rape. 
UVa has had a Sexual Assault Committee for three 
years and as of this semester has a Sexual Assault 
Coordinator, Claire Kaplan. Kaplan says the 
development of her position resulted from, "a 
mobilization of students and agitation for this 
position." 
Nuclear. 1 
CONTINUED from page I 
the still-unratificd START lr« y of long-range 
missiles on land and submarines. 
•  Termination of the dcvclopmci I of mobile versions 
of the MX and Midgetman intc ;ontinental ballistic 
missiles. 
"If we and the Soviet leaders akc the right steps — 
some on our own, some on the r own, some together 
— we can dramatically shri k the arsenal of the 
world's nuclear weapons," B' sh said in his speech 
Friday. "We can more effective ly discourage the spread 
of nuclear weapons. We can rely more on defensive 
measures in our stratcgi' relationship. We can 
enhance stability, and acually reduce the risk of 
nuclear war. " 
Mac Donald said it w«,uld be in the Soviets* best 
interest to follow our le-.d in the reduction of nuclear 
weapons, but added the U.S. will reduce unilaterally if 
necessary. 
And Dr. Steven Gierricr, professor of history, sees 
no reason why the Soviets wouldn't match the U.S. 
reductions. 
"I think what 'iush has essentially done is give the 
Soviets the CIUMCC to do what they've wanted to do 
anyway — •ec'ucc their nuclear arsenal," Gucrricr said. 
"The S^vet military is on the decline, and now is 
a good t'.n . to propose this," Ekstcrowicz said. 
Bus', aid Friday night he plans to reshape the 
entire U.S. military. The new base force will be cut 
by half a million, and the cuts will affect the Army 
divisions, Air Force wings. Navy ships, and strategic 
nuclear force. 
According to Bush, the new force will be able to 
respond to challenges around the world and will 
maintain a strong enough military to protect our 
national interests and commitments to our allies. 
Bush said, "We must implement a coherent plan 
for a significantly smaller but fully capable military, 
one that enhances stability but is still sufficient to 
convince any potential adversary that the cost of 
aggression would exceed any possible gain." 
MacDonald said the reductions to the military will 
probably proportionally decrease the ROTC programs 
across the country, but does not feel the U.S. is 
putting itself in any danger. 
"The policy makers believe the threat [of nuclear 
war] is no longer there," MacDonald said. "The threat 
as we have perceived it over the past few decades has 
gone away." 
Gucrricr agreed that with the Soviet threat all but 
gone and with the political reality of the deficit, 
defense spending must be cut in the years to come. 
'The fact of life is that the bad guys arc becoming 
the good guys, and it's hard to justify spending $300 
billion on weapons to incinerate the world when 
there's nobody to use them on," Guerricr said. 
Ekstcrowicz said, "There is less of a need [for 
nuclear weaponry] in the new environment which has 
been created." 
And although Gucrricr believes if the proposals arc 
carried out to their full extent — including Soviet 
cooperation — the world will ultimately be a safer 
place, he said all threat is not gone. 
"It's certainly a good step in the right direction, but 
Bush's Nuclear 
Limitation Plan 
* Destroy entire United 
States arsenal of 
short-range 
nuclear weapons 
* Remove all nuclear 
weapons from ships 
& submarines 
* Put nuclear weapons 
from strategic bombers 
in storage. 
* Make new plans with 
Moscow to eliminate 
some multi'warheaded 
nuclear missies 
Source Washington Post 
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it's definitely not the end of the arms race," Guerricr 
said. "I think it still may be a little too early to 
celebrate." 
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Part-timers 
Cuts have forced JMU to rely more on part-time faculty 
.'* 
by Ian Record & Julie Provenson 
 investigative team writers  
The budget cuts in Virginia higher education have 
kept JMU from hiring many new full-time faculty 
members — leaving JMU to rely more and more on 
part-time faculty members. 
But JMU may have future problems hiring qualified 
part-timers in an attempt to offset growing 
enrollment 
"When you live in a smaller area such as 
Harrisonburg, there aren't always people out there 
who can come in on short notice and teach," said Dr. 
Bethany Oberst, JMU's vice president for academic 
affairs. "Their availability really depends on 
circumstance." 
Oberst said part-time faculty are called upon when 
there appears to be a need for new sections in a 
department. "However, at any one point you can end 
up not having anybody qualified to go into teaching 
on short notice," she said. 
As of February 1990, JMU part-time faculty made 
up 22.5 percent of equivalent full-time faculty. This 
is higher than the Virginia average of 19.3 percent, 
but close to the 21.5 percent average of JMU's peer 
group, a group of 25 colleges that arc similar to JMU 
in size and academic standing. 
Among Virginia institutions, George Mason 
University registered highest with 35.5 percent, while 
the University of Virginia and Virginia Tech were 
considerably lower with 10.1 and 9.6 percent, 
respectively. 
There were 161 part-time faculty teaching 907 
credit hours at JMU for the 1989-90 school year. The 
numbers for last year have not yet befcn tabulated. 
The majority of part-time faculty consist of 
practicing business professionals from the 
community, according to Dr. Robert Holmes, dean of 
the College of Business. 
But opinions differ about whether JMU should 
continue hiring more part-time faculty. 
"We think the mix is healthy" between lull and 
part-timers. Holmes said, adding that there arc 25 
part-timers in his department. 
Dr. Jack Armistead, dean of the College of Letters 
and Sciences, said, "We can never do without part- 
time faculty, but yes there arc loo many." 
Dr. David Jeffrey, head of the English department, 
said, "We need to reduce the department's dependence 
on part-time faculty. Especially because Phi Bcui 
Kappa recommended we cut down on part-time 
faculty." 
Janet Gatcly, part-time instructor of English, said, 
"It would be belter for the university if they didn'l 
have so many part-timers. As part-iimcrs, we don'l 
get as involved with meetings and other activities. 
Part-time faculty usually arc contracted on a yearly 
basis, renewable only up to three years, said Dr. 
Richard Whitman, dean of the College of Fine Arts 
and Communication. 
"Part-time faculty arc often hired up until and after 
the first day of classes," Armistead said. 
And many believe that the high number of part- 
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Two local candidates have ties to JMU 
by Laurie Frankel 
staffwriter 
As the Virginia state senate 
elections draw near, the two local 
candidates are both promising to keep 
JMU's interests in mind. 
Incumbent Republican Kevin 
Miller, who retired from JMU as an 
accounting instructor in 1988, and 
Democrat Margaret Haynes, a JMU 
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
Kevin Miller 
graduate and the spouse of Dr. John 
Wood of the history department, have 
both said they would have the pull in 
the senate to be a strong advocate for 
James Madison University. 
Haynes said she would like to help 
support JMU President Ronald Carrier 
in the Senate and would make the 
proposed new College of Integrated 
Science and Technology a priority. 
"Education is the future," she said. 
Miller said that he would like to 
continue doing "what I've been doing 
all along — which is making sure that 
Madison gets its fair share and more" 
of available funds, he said. 
The candidates both said upcoming 
debates are key in their campaigns. 
"I'm all for debates," Miller said. 
"Hopefully [Haynes] will talk about a 
couple of issues because she has not so 
far. The more [voters] know, the more 
it will help me." 
Haynes said she hopes the debates 
will create a campaign "based on 
issues, not personality." 
She also said they had a joint 
meeting scheduled for last Sunday that 
Miller    did    not    attend.    "It's 
disappointing that he wants to sleep 
through this campaign," she said. 
But Miller said he had a previous 
engagement and plans to attend several 
joint appearances, including one in 
Harrisonburg Oct. 16. 
Haynes said her big issues arc 
education and rural economic 
development. She said she would 
encourage public and private school 
partnerships and mentorships between 
schools and industries of the district. 
Haynes plans to concentrate on the 
development of the rural economy. 
"I want to be an advocate for the 
community and a strong voice for rural 
Virginia," she said. 
Miller said he hopes to have the 
chance to serve on the Senate's finance 
committee. He predicts this is "going 
to be a very tough year" because of 
"mismanagement" in last year's senate 
and because of financial and budget 
crises across die state. 
"I want to make the most out of 
very limited revenues," he said. 
"I have spent 11 years in the 
General Assembly of Virginia," he 
said. "I feel that my experience, the 
fact that I am known and that I can do 
a better job [than Haynes] will get me 
re-elected. I think I'm going to win, 
but you've always got to be running 
hard." 
Haynes said her experience comes 
from seven years serving under U.S. 
Congressman Jim Olin and in her 
public service. "I am the underdog," 
she said. "It's an uphill battle, but I 
think I have a pretty good chance, or I 
wouldn't be doing it." 
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Margaret Haynes 
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Students debate abortion at pro-choice rally 
by Alane Tempchin 
staffwriter  
"Hangers Belong in Closets." 
"Oppose Clarence Thomas' nomination to the 
Supreme Court" 
"The Right to Choose is Sacred." 
These signs leaned against the bluestonc walls of 
the commons Tuesday — JMU's chapter of the 
National Organization for Women sponsored a pro- 
choice rally that included impassioned student 
speakers, a representative of the National Abortion 
Rights Action League, music and an open mike 
forum. 
"I am pro-American, I am pro-family, I am pro- 
education, and I am pro-choice," senior Lance Fcincr 
said during the rally. 
"Nobody can call themselves free if they can't 
control their own body," he said. "What is more pro- 
family than to be for family planning?" 
Amy Wan, co-coordinator of JMU's NOW, spoke on 
the legal aspects of abortion, focusing on the 
repercussions of the Supreme Court's decision Rust 
v. Sullivan, which imposes what she called a "gag 
rule" on discussion of abortion in federally-funded 
clinics. 
She said this decision denies women the right to 
make a decision and will hurt poor women who 
cannot afford to pay for the choices that the wealthy 
can. 
"It shows how much closer the court is to 
overturning Roe v. Wade," she said. 
Sophomore Karen Finneyfrock said, "Most people 
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
Senior Jessica DePriest holds an ant- 
abortion poster. 
don't realize that if abortion were outlawed it would 
be replaced by so many other tragedies." 
She also said unwanted children often end up 
abused, neglected and unloved. 
Leslie Watson-Davis, campus coordinator of the 
National Abortions Rights Action League, said 
students could make a difference in the pro-choice 
movement. 
"Pro-choice students are visible, vocal and they 
vote pro-choice," Watson-Davis said. 
Stacey Beggs, former co-coordinator of NOW, said, 
"Anti-choice supporters have become louder, 
meanwhile our rights are being stripped away. Our 
rights are being taken away bit by bit." 
After a pro-choice speaker challenged anti-abortion 
supporters to get off the hill and lake a stand, senior 
Jessica DePricst took the microphone and said thai 
the aborted baby could have developed the cure for 
AIDS or been the next Mo/art. 
Also at the rally, Janice O'Rourkc performed 
several songs by contemporary women folk singers 
such as Mary Chapin Carpenter and the Indigo Girls. 
And the rap band Ask Why or Die, featuring Chris 
Nelson, Dave Nesmith and Matt Haync, performed 
three original songs that focused on women and other 
issues. The crowd joined them in chanting, "Want 
your voice to be heard, choice is the word." 
Student reaction to the rally varied. Junior Gina 
Ellison said, "I don't feel choices concerning a 
woman's body should be legislated. Laws are made to 
protect individuals, not ostracize them." 
But freshman Michael Gckas, chairman of the 
College Republicans, said, "Murder is still illegal, 
isn't it?" 
President Lori Firestone said, "Although they 
argue for the choice of the mothers, what about the 
child? When they say pro-choice, who really has the 
choice?" 
The Office of Admissions and Division of University Advancement 
wish to recognize the ^%^t4% 
JMU STUDENT AMBASSADORS   *  m~*   * 
for their enthusiastic service 
^ 
^ 
to James Madison University. \ V^,^ 
We appreciate your dedication in welcoming over 18,000 prospective students and parents to the JMU 
campus last year. We also thank you for hosting JMU alumni and parents in a variety of activities. 
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Attention: All Parents!! 
Does your child need more space, a larger 
bedroom and an In-house laundry room? 
If so, stop by the Commons. 
Open House 10-3 pm Saturday 10/5/91 
^4c 
869 Port Republic Road 
432-0600 
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Reporter details press under apartheid 
by Kimberiy Brothers 
staffwriler 
Under the hand of apartheid, the black South 
African press was kept from reporting news important 
to the black community, said a South African 
journalist who is visiting JMU this week. 
The South African government uses from 50 to 
more than 200 laws restricting the country's media, 
he said. 
Zulu Bhckokwakhe Molefc said he and 13 other 
black journalists were jailed in 1976 for violating one 
of these laws, the Internal Security Act. His group 
was "perceived as part of the problem" by the South 
African government, he said. 
Since 1950, the black press has been restricted 
under the Suppression of Communism Act, Molefc 
said. This act makes it illegal to give publicity to 
groups with perceived communist ideologies, such as 
the African National Congress. 
The South African government has used this law 
to threaten black journalists who were trying to cover 
stories for the black community, he said. 
The ban on the South African Communist Party 
and restrictions on anti-apartheid groups were lifted in 
1990, but this law hasn't been repealed, according to 
the May 1991 issue of Current History. 
Molefe, deputy editor of the black weekly City 
Press, said the government now is more 
"sophisticated" about its restrictions on the South 
African press. Today, a reporter can be called before a 
magistrate to reveal his sources, he said. And if a 
reporter refuses to give the government names, he 
will be jailed. 
Black journalists dealt with apartheid in their 
professional and private lives, Molefc told a news 
editing class Tuesday. 
Because all the South African newspapers arc 
owned by whites "there is no black press in the true 
sense of the word," Molefe said Monday. 
Despite the government restrictions and industry 
problems, South African newspapers played an 
important role in bringing down apartheid because the 
majority of them are printed in English — a language 
South Africans of all races know, he said. 
"English is perceived as the language of 
liberation," Molefe said. "English is the glue which 
holds us together." 
But it took the questioning of the government's 
motives by progressive Afrikaner-owned newspapers 
to bring about serious change, he said. 
Now that the government is repealing apartheid 
laws, the black press is facing a different danger, 
Molefc said. 
The groups involved in the liberation movement 
want black journalists to "engage in 'sunshine 
journalism,'" he said, which doesn't encourage 
questioning of any black group's motives. 
But black journalists still work under government 
suspicion, Molefe said. "As a journalist you have to 
walk a tight rope" to keep from being "seen as a 
political spy." 
He is speaking to JMU mass communication 
students this week about his experiences as a South 
African journalist, said Dr. George Wcad, head of the 
mass communication department. 
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
Zulu Bhekokwakhe Molefe 
He will speak to any interested students, faculty 
and staff Oct. 3 at 8 p.m. in the Anthony-Sccgcr 
auditorium. 
Gaylc Cohen contributed to this article. 
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TWO STORES LOCATED AT: 
Dukes Plaza Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
2255 South Main St        Har^nbur2 \3V Harrisonburg, VA 0_n gaffl.f0 pm 
Open 24 Hours Sunday 8 am - 9 pm 
. ...■...-..■..:... — ..,,:-:■:■■ :.-i 
Bring your parents to SuperfreMi 
after we POUNCE Massachusetts! 
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6 oz. pop-top can 
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Policelo£ 
by Dave Fields 
 police reporter  
Campus police reported the following: 
Impersonation off Police Officers 
• Two white males were observed in Warren 
Campus Center at 11:05 a.m. Sept. 28 making 
calls to female students, identifying themselves as 
campus police officers and seeking information 
about the students' vehicles. One of the men was 
reported to be 5*6" tall with blonde hair, a blue shirt 
and khaki pants and the other was reported to be 
5'8" tall with a suede shirt and khaki pants. 
Trespassing, Peeping Tom 
• A white male with dark hair allegedly observed 
a female student while she was showering in the 
5th floor women's restroom shower in Shorts Hall 
at 10:40 a.m. Sept. 28. Officers and resident 
advisers searched the area but could not find the 
individual. 
Grand Larceny 
• The side window was broken from a vehicle 
parked in Z-lot sometime between 4 p.m. Sept. 19 
and 1:45 p.m. Sept. 27 and $506 in stereo 
equipment was reportedly stolen from the vehicle. 
• A set of stereo speakers reportedly was stolen 
from a Jeep parked in the tunnel lot near the 
Village sometime between 6 p.m. Sept. 26 and 
noon Sept. 27. 
• A red 21-speed Trek brand 820 model bike 
with the serial number JT9L75851 reportedly was 
stolen from an office in the Sigma Nu fraternity 
house sometime between 8 p.m. and midnight 
Sept. 26. 
• A blue Ross brand Etophia model 12-speed 
bike reportedly was stolen from the entrance to 
Z-lot sometime between 6 p.m. Sept. 27 and 10 
p.m. Sept. 29. 
• A backpack containing a shirt, wallet, $20 in 
cash, personal keys, and a racquet ball and a 
green, red and blue long sleeve polo shirt 
reportedly were stolen from the outdoor 
racquetball court at Godwin Hall sometime 
between 9:15 and 9:30 p.m. Sept. 30. 
The stolen items are valued at $246. 
• An Alpine brand car stereo and speakers 
reportedly were stolen from a vehicle parked in 
Z-lot sometime between 3 p.m. Sept. 27 and 12:50 
a.m. Oct. 1. 
The stereo and speakers are valued at $500. 
Petty Larceny 
• $4 in cash reportedly was discovered missing 
from an envelope in a filing cabinet in Johnston 
Hall sometime between 5 p.m. Sept. 26 and 3:30 
p.m. Sept. 27. 
• A car stereo reportedly was stolen from a 
vehicle parked in Z-lot sometime between 10 p.m. 
Sept. 26 and 2:45 a.m. Sept. 27. The dash board 
controls were damaged and a vent window 
reportedly was broken during the theft. 
Damage to the vehicle is estimated at $50 and 
the stereo is valued at $125. 
• A car stereo reportedly was stolen from a 
vehicle parked in N-lot near the Village area 9:30 
p.m. Sept. 26 and 7 p.m. Sept. 27. 
The stereo is valued at $50. 
• A "STOP" sign reportedly was stolen from the 
Student Activities Building and Bluestone Drive 
intersection sometime between 5 and 8:35 p.m. 
Sept. 29. The sign was recovered later in the 
evening by a cadet between Godwin Hall and 
Bridgeforth Stadium, still attached to the post. 
• $20 in cash reportedly was stolen from a purse 
left in the Miller Hall Room 101 sometime between 
8 p.m. Sept. 29 and noon Sept. 30. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• An unknown person reportedly knocked over a 
light pole at the Chandler Hall service entrance at 
10:50 p.m. Sept. 27. 
Destruction of Personal Property 
• The convertible top reportedly was slashed on a 
vehicle parked in the tunnel lot near the Village 
sometime between 6 p.m. Sept. 26 and 1:30 a.m. 
Sept. 27. 
Recovered Stolen Property 
• A Shomo Realty company "For Sale" sign 
reportedly was recovered by a cadet from in front of 
the Chi Phi fraternity house at 11:15 p.m. Sept. 28. 
Unauthorized Possession and Use of 
State Property 
• A band performing at the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity 
house was discovered by police to be in possession 
of a duplicate key for the Greek Row gate at 1:30 
a.m. Sept. 28. 
Unauthorized Solicitatk n 
• A delayed report was fied at 3 p.m. Sept. 27 
reporting of individuals so1 citing magazine sales in 
residence halls. 
DUI 
• A 17-year-old ma'a non-student was arrested 
and charged with d'.ving under the influence on 
Cantrell Ave. at 2:31 a.m. Sept. 29. 
The juvenile was released to the custody of his 
mother. 
Number of drur>< in public charges since Aug. 
46 
24: 
OCTOBER IS JMU MONTH M 
Waynesboro Village Factory Outlets 
Throughout the month of October, you'll receive additional savings off yo lr purchases 
at all participating outlet stores. Just present a valid JMU ID. 
See individual stores for details on the added discounts. 
Since you'll always find great savings to 60% at our outlets, 
this is a great opportunity to really save big! 
(And, it's a great place to take your parents when they visit. 
BUGLE BOY«GITANO«VAN HEUSEN*MANHATTAN•AILEEN-LOI^ DON FOG 
WESTPORT»MAIDENFORM»BARBIZON« BANISTER SHOE-D vNSK 
ROYAL DOULTON-HOUSEWARES STORE«LEATHER LOFT-WALLE V WORKS 
AMERICAN TOURISTER«PAPER FACTORY-TOY LIQUIDATORS-PET/ L PUSHERS 
RIBBON OUTLET* MANOR HOUSE RESTAURANT 
AND TWO FAMOUS-BRAND OUTLET STORES WE CAN'T MENTION OUTSIDE THE CENTER 
« WAYNESBORO VIIIAGE 
*   FACTORY OUTLETS 
1-64 Exit 17, Junction Rtc. 340 South, Waynesboro, VA • (703) 942-2320 
Mon.-Wed. 10am-6pm; 1hurs.-SaL 10am-8pm; Sun. 12:30pcn-5:30pm 
Discounts may not be combined with any other speciml effen.     






A FEW 6-MONTO LEASES AVAILABLE 
• Pool & Tennis Court 
• Fully Equipped Kitchen Includes: 






• Townhouses and Garden Apartments: 
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms 
• Walko-Wall Carpet 
• Small Pets Welcome 
Cm some units) 
• City Bus Service to JMU 
• 24-Hour Maintenance 
&On-Site 
Management Staff 
'Limited offer with 
12-month lease 
Clubhouse, Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Exit 63, 
East on Port Republic Road to top of hill, right on Devon Lane to 
Rental Office. 
(703) 434-2220 
This certificate entitles you to a $25 reduction in your first month's 
rent when you qualify for one of our apartments. It is valid for any 
Weinstein Management Co., Inc. property. Simply present this 
certificate when you fill out your apartment application. (Limited 













2055 E. Market St. 
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Panel discusses homosexual issues 
byBethPugh 
staffwriter 
Coming out, homophobia and the practice of 
"outing" were just some of the topics discussed at 
yesterday's Brown Bag Lecture Series, "Searching for 
Harmony: Lesbian and Gay Life at JMU." 
The lecture was an open forum where audience 
members could ask any questions concerning the ihree 
panel members who are homosexuals. 
"Whatever you feel like asking is OK to ask," said 
senior Kevin Mettinger, panel member and co- 
coordinator of Harmony. "We haven't ever turned 
down any questions." 
Each of the panel members had different 
experiences when they realized that they were 
homosexual and "came out" to themselves, family 
and friends. 
For junior Jennifer Wood, the co-coordinator of 
Harmony, the realization came when she was about 
eight years old and her mother told her what the word 
homosexual meant. 
"I remember identifying very clearly with thai and 
knowing that's how I was," Wood said. "Coining out 
hasn't been too difficult. My friends are accepting and 
we get along fine." 
Wood said her family acted the total opposite of her 
friends and "the day I told my mother she asked mc to 
leave." 
Gary Hicks, a graduate student, started identifying 
with himself as a homosexual when he was in his 
early teens. Hicks' first clue was "the very strong 
bond" he often felt with older men and peers "that fell 
a little bit different than I suppose I thought it was 
supposed to feel. 
"I didn't come out to my parents until my junior 
year in college and initially it was a very traumatic, 
emotional experience," Hicks said. "But since then 
they've been very supportive." 
Meuinger's experience with realizing he was 
homosexual came when he was approaching 
adolescence, although he tried to ignore it. 
"I pushed a lot of crushes on females in junior 
high school and dated a woman in high school," 
Mettinger said. "But I didn't really come out and 
admit it to myself until my sophomore year here at 
BROWN BAG 
LECTURE SERIES 
JMU." He added at one point his father threatened to 
cut him off financially. 
Audience member Dr. Joanne Gabbin, director of 
the JMU Honors Program, said, "It was just last year 
that I found out that Kevin, whom I've worked with 
for three years, was gay. It was a very wonderful 
experience for me because it allowed mc to grow with 
him." 
Each panel member and a member of the audience 
said they had been in situations where homophobic 
comments had been made in their presence. 
Mall, a member of ihe audience, who asked his last 
name not be used, said he remembers hearing a lot of 
people make homophobic comments around him 
when they didn't know that he was gay. 
"| felt like I was not being their friend by not 
idling ihcm, like I was deceiving them," Matt said. 
It was hard for him to know whether they were true 
friends if they could make comments like thai, he 
added. 
"Outing" is campaign by a gay or lesbian political 
group to tell everyone that a certain public official or 
public figure is a homosexual whether or not it is 
true, according to Hicks. 
"I disagree with a lot of people on outing and I 
lend to lake a leftist position on outing," he said. "I 
ihink in the situation where you have a public 
official, maybe an elected official, who consistently 
votes on anti-gay and lesbian legislation, and yet 
leads a gay or pro-lesbian lifestyle ... I approve of 
outing in that case. 
"But let's say it's a movie star or something," 
Hicks added. "I don't agree on it." 
Harmony is an organization concerned with 
lesbian, gay and bisexual issues open to anyone on 
this campus, Mettinger said. 
There is a general meeting which meets monthly 
and a support group meeting every two weeks. On 
the off-weeks, separate gender groups meetings are 
scheduled. 
A new Harmony group is Friends of Lesbians and 
Gays which is a discussion group for anyone who has 
a homosexual friend or relative. 
SGA discusses guidelines 
for upcoming Carrier forum 
Couilfile 
'/<? Student (io\ eminent .Association 
by Donna Ragsdale 
 SGA reporter  
The administration has set 
guidelines concerning JMU President 









Questions must be turned in to the 
SGA office on prepared forms by 5 
p.m. Oct. 18, lfJ days before Carrier 
speaks to the SGA Oct. 29. Students 
may pick up question forms at the 
SGA office beginning today. 
Southall and commuter senator 
Beth Ising met with Mark Warner, 
executive assistant to the president, to 
discuss the guidelines. 
Southall said Carrier has agreed to 
have a question-and-answer session 
after his address but will only take 
questions from SGA senators. There is 
no limit on topics for the questions. 
Legislative Vice President John 
Pagels announced that University 
Librarian Dennis Robison would 
probably address the SGA Oct. 15. He 
will answer student concerns about the 
library and tell the SGA the results of 
a recent study on the library. 
Also at the meeting: 
• After a lengthy debate, senators 
approved Freshman Kevin Brumback 
to serve as parliamentarian for a trial 
basis of five 
weeks. 
Brumback was 
one of three 
people who 
applied for the 
position. 
•  Commuter 
senator Don Carncvalc proposed a bill 
to have the potholes in Y-lot repaired. 
The bill was referred to the buildings 
and grounds committee. 
• Commuter senator Saga Nculand 
proposed a bill to give JMU College 
Republicans $2,500 for activities. 
• The Wine-Price stairs arc being 
repaired upon the request of the SGA. 
• A bonfire has been planned for 
Homecoming, to be held Oct. 18 at 
7:45 p.m. The football players, 
cheerleaders, Duketles and a band are 
scheduled to be at the Hillside field 
for the event, according to 
Homecoming Committee chairwoman 
Heather Robbins. 
• The next SGA meeting is Oct. 8 at 
5 p.m. in the Highlands Room of the 
Warren Campus Center. 
by Kerri Shea 
courtfile reporter 
• Student Keith L. Burton of 
Richmond, charged criminally 
with grand larceny, petty larceny 
and tampering with an 
automobile on June 20, was 
found guilty of petty larceny at a 
Sept. 5 court hearing. Other 
charges were dropped. He was 
ordered to pay $20 in fines and 
court costs. The charge was 
reported in the Aug. 29 
Policelog. 
• Non-student Jason A. 
Messerly of Waynesboro, 
charged criminally with 
trespassing on June 15, was 
found guilty on Aug. 8 and 
prepaid $ 51 in fines and court 
costs. The charge was reported 
in the Aug. 29 Policelog. 
• Non-student Matthew L. 
Marquardt of Linville, charged 
criminally with DUI on South 
Main Street on June 14, was 
found guilty at a June 24 court 
hearing. He was ordered to pay 
$400 in fines and court costs. 
The charge was reported in the 
Aug. 29 Policelog. 
• Student Christopher S. Agee, 
21, of Midlothian, charged with 
breach of peace and DIP on 
Sept. 4, was found guilty on 
Sept. 26 and prepaid $56 in 
fines and court costs. The 
charge was reported in the 
Sept. 9 Policelog. 
• Non-student Jeffrey C. Price, 
21, of Midlothian, charged with 
DIP on Sept. 4, was found guilty 
on Sept. 26 and prepaid $41 in 
fines and court costs. The 
charge was reported in the Sept. 
9 Policelog. 
• Student Timothy T. Cox, 19, 
of Norfolk, charged with DIP and 
breach of peace on Sept. 8, was 
found guilty at a Sept. 26 court 
hearing. He was ordered to pay 
$56 in fines and court costs. The 
charge was reported in the Sept. 
12 Policelog. 
• Student Richard J. Palmer, 
21, of Arlington, charged with 
breach of peace on Sept. 8, was 
found guilty at a Sept. 19 court 
hearing. He was ordered to pay 
$76 in fines and court costs. The 
charge was reported in the Sept. 
12 Policelog. 
_ 
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HBY CROSSING 
:■:■■■:■•:■•■: :-■■:• -■:■•    ■■ ' ■   ■ 
Parents and students alike watch for 
"the guarantee." 
F%   «*    W    v\    x\   v\ 
S:   «i        i*        -rf        -»        ^k       ^c 
I.«.#.V4V flSIW 
t=> 1235-F Devon Lane 
_  . ■■ Harrisonburg 
Professionally A!XO "Iflfii 
managed by IJ^-IUUI 
SnyderHunt M-F 9am-5pm 
nezustip? 
Call Lisa, Christy 
or Ian iff you 
have a clue 












ON OROeRS OF 5*0 
T-StflRT$0RM0RE 
SAVe   $30221 
—CALL #0W~ 





Wild Boar, Alligator, Buffalo, 
Rattlesnake, Venisori, Rabbit 
We're offering you some wild:game..jnieati^te/^d6^bn:.tQA>lit regular 
menu. No endangered species here; all of them government inspected. 
Aho!Bey^^i^^^^)^te a limited time. 
Game meats are leaner and more strongly flavored than form 
meats. They have to be slow-cooked to tenderize and so theirfull flavor 
will develop. How do they ta^te? Not sure we can answer that. How does 
beef taste? Or pork? Hard to say exactly. You have to try it to know. 
Wild Boar- a full flavor best set off with fruit, and that's how we serve it, 
with good Shenandoah Valley apples and rich gravy. 
Alligator- has a surprisingly mild flavor for such a mean cuss. 
Slow-Smoked chunks of meat in a Florida orange flavored sauce. 
Buffalo- the reddest red meat, like beef, only more. Served with a red 
whiskey sauce; The original prairie barbecue. 
Rattlesnake- lots of bones but tasty. Simmered in a broth, slow-srnoked 
and served with a Southwestern-style cactus fruit sauce. 
Venison- marinated, basted while smoking, then served with a classic 
hunter's sauce with black currants and juniper berries. 
Rabbit-the smoothest tasting wild meat. Smoked and basted;with a lightly 
spicy glaze. 
We'll even give you a certificate with your name, the date and what you 
ordered - good for framing - to prove you had unusual wild game meat. 
Are you game for an adventure? Your choice of any wild game platter 
-$12.95. But, when they're gone, it's over. Don't miss your chance. 
Hank fs Hunting Season Wild Game Festival 
Only at Hank's Barbeque at the Cloverleaf Shopping Center, Tuesday 
through Sunday from 5 pm until closing. From now until we run out. Git 
it while the gittin's good. 
^ __. __    SeeYouqtHankfs 
ComeHyjigry 
*No reservations needed 
"HANKUSAHGOSTUr 
jBuy 1 get 1 FREE 
i      PorkBBQ 
i      Sandwich 
until October 17 
The New Hank's Barbeque 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
433-3488 
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Faculty. 
CONTINUED from page 3 
HURTS can affect the quality of education at JMU. 
"If you start talking about 20 part-timers in your 
department, you really have to be concerned about the 
quality of instruction we're offering overall," said Dr. 
Sidney Bland, professor of history at JMU. 
Gatcly said, "For the university, permanent people 
arc belter because they get more involved." 
Henry Phillips, part-lime math instructor, said, "If 
a large proportion of classes are being performed by 
people not affiliated with the university, you are 
going to have a tougher time getting improvement." 
But full-time faculty as well as part-time faculty 
believe part-timers arc not appreciated. 
"We do a great disservice to these part-time people 
if we treat them as simply transients," Armislcad 
said. "We have more in our college because part-time 
faculty add incredibly to the language department and 
we arc lucky to get them when we can." 
Bland said, "Another issue is the very low pay part- 
timers take and the kind of slave labor that makes 
them a good buy for the university. 
"It is a situation that has to be addressed." 
Gatcly said, "With the budget cuts, the university 
can use two or three of us for less money than hiring 
one full-time professor. 
"It's exploiting part-timers," she said. 
Part-time faculty in the mass communication 
department currently receive S5(X) per credit hour per 
semester, or SI,500 for a three credit course. 
"We get no benefits and that's because with no 
benefits, the university gets a substantial reduction in 
it's commitment to us," Phillips said. 
"Sometimes you're not quite as included as you 
would like to be. Some part-timers don't feel that 






From the City Press, 
a newspaper in South Africa 
Z. B. Molefe 
On journalism under 
apartheid 
Tonight, Oct. 3, 8 p.m. 
Anthony-Seeger auditorium 
AH students, faculty and staff are invited. 
STOP BY AND SEE WHAT OUR 
COPY CENTER HAS TO OFFER 
FEATURING: 
LOW PRICES!!! 












WE ACCEPT FLEX ACCOUNTS. 
5^<X 
Located near Greek Row 
Serving all Phone: 568-3908 
students, faculty Hours: 7 am - 8 pm 
and staff of JMU Mon - Thu 
community 7 am - 7 pm Fri 
Tje-CNex^e^e^e^ 
■fldcfe tJoov JrUnds 
Mon. ■ fri. 
434-4907 \f^T/ 9-9 
Isan^^ Sat. 9 - 5 
•Mop'DoCts -Mand made Gifts 
•'Baskets and Candles ■'Hallowun 'Decorations 
■Craft Supplies -(Potpourri 
Craft Classes Available, Cad for Information 
Sl-'E'Buraess'Rpad        ,   r      ,    Marrisonbura, l&l 22801 'Beside Snotuys 
DRIVE-THRU THE PM 
MA 
EAT SMART 
SUPER COMBO DEALfor $2.99+tai 
rBBQ, Chicken or Fish Sandwich, Regular Crispy Fry, 
Apple Pie & 22 oz. Beverage 
ALSO 
Fm 1/4 lb.* HAMBURGERS for $3.99+tax 
All day, every day! 
•net weight before cooking 
910 RESERVOIR ST.   (703) 432-BEEF (2333) 
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Dart... 
A thieving dart to the people who steal 
newspapers off residence hall porches. Wc pay 
for those and some of us read them for classes. 
Just because wc don't get there at 8 a.m. to pick 
them up, doesn't mean you're entitled to them. 
They're only 25 cents — get your own! 
Sent in by a seething morning-edition 
subscriber. 
Pat... 
An involved pat to the crowd of students who 
listened to and participated in the pro-choice 
debate on the Commons Tuesday night. No 
matter what your views are on the subject, 
thanks for getting involved in the issues around 
you. 
Sent in by a concerned citizen. 
Dart... 
A disgusting dart to all the people who pick 
up food from the salad bars, sniff it, and then 
return it to the salad bars. People, that has got to 
be one of the most disgusting things I have 
witnessed in my four years here at JMU. 
Sent in by a grossed-out, salad-eating senior. 
Pat... 
An innovative pat to the implementation of a 
bus route from Hoffman Hall to the Business 
Building. The bus route is quite convenient, 
well-used and even on time. Thanks! 
Sent in by a bus-riding business student. 
Dart... 
A blinded dart flics at the person who decided 
to put ten-watt light bulbs in the ceiling lights in 
Gifford Hall. The ceilings arc already 20 feet 
above us and now wc need about three or four 
personal lamps to get a decent amount of 
illumination in the rooms. 
Sent in by a Gifford resident afraid of going 
blind. 
Pat... 
Mucho pats to all who submitted Darts and 
Pats this week. Keep 'em rolling in! 
JamoM«fccnUii*jsy 
editor WENDY WARREN 
managing editor DAVE SCHLECK 
(pinion editor JOEL LANGUEY 
asst. (pinion editor HEATHER E O'NBL 
ITEMS    SMUGGLED   \H BY THE    BIOSPHERE TEAM 
Du£gX 
in   CQSG. 
CHCCOLATH- 
Because evecu- 
one Is a choco- 
hol ic . 
BR^tTtt MINTS ■ 
Bad   br&ath 
mqkes worse 
Conversation, Recycl'ina  *i5 
great   but.., 
HUB Id's CUBE-     GUN*- Because   WAliCMAfv WTTH A 
Never did solve     someone has     KlNo MSS1LE *WE-   E1BUE- To convert 
the damn IKmo.   a macho mole   To  Ke&p or*ase\?    these apdte^ 
qfr'tade. sane.  scjenti sts. 
Hardly 'banning the bomb' 
President Bush's proposed nuclear arms reduction 
plan does not indicate a new-found vision of world 
peace, nor does it mean billions of dollars will be re- 
directed from defense to education or to any other 
domestic benefits program. 
In fact, while the arms reduction plan may be a 
step toward lessening the threat of first-strike nuclear 
war, it is mostly an attempt to implement strategic 
cuts long considered by the defense department and 
to offer pointed "re-structuring" advice to the 
unstable Soviet state. 
These particular cuts involve two of the Soviet 
Union's strongest nuclear forces: intercontinental 
ballistic missiles with multiple warheads and short 
range missiles and other tactical weapons. The 
United Slates proposal to unilaterally cut these arms 
docs little to affect our massive nuclear arsenal. 
Essentially, we arc only getting rid of those 
weapons we don't really need anymore. However 
these land-based weapons arc the same weapons the 
Soviet Union has depended on to retain its 
superpower status. They have yet to give a definite 
response to the plan. 
We are not, for example, eliminating our 
significant supply of submarine-launched ballistic 
missiles with which wc hold an advantage over the 
Soviet Union. And we will continue to fund the B-2 
Stealth Bomber and the Strategic Defense Initiative, 
which have already cost the country S46 billion so 
far, as well as spend a possible S40 billion 
modernizing other nuclear systems. 
These cuts will not greatly affect our own nuclear 
strength, nor provide great spending cuts to case the 
national deficit. The reduction is an effort to affect 
the Soviet Union and possibly pacify those intent on 
banning the bomb for just a while. But it is a step. 
Develop a date rape policy 
A year ago, none of Virginia's major universities 
had a formal policy to specifically deal with date 
rape. 
Last Spring, Time magazine featured a cover story 
on Katie Kocstner, a freshman at the college of 
William and Mary who made public her own 
experience with date rape. 
Since Koestner's photo ran on the cover of Time, 
sexual assault policies have been ratified by four 
slate universities. Though there is an urgent need for 
a date rape policy, JMU has not developed one. 
According to Teresa Gonzalez, associate vice- 
president of student affairs, a committee to 
develop a judiciary policy on date rape is in the 
works. But Mike Way, university judicial 
coordinator, said the current system of lumping date 
rape with violent crimes is adequate. 
The unique and serious nature of dale rape requires 
a specialized judicial process. The need is so great 
that the policy should be developed now. 
Under current judicial policy, it is possible for an 
admitted rapist to receive only a semester's 
suspension. 
The administration surely doesn't want rapists 
strolling the JMU sidewalks with other students, but 
it's time they put it in writing: "If a student is proven 
to have raped another student, the accused student 
will be expelled." Of course, the strict sentence must 
coincide with a fair judicial process to protect the 
innocently accused. 
Also under the current general policy, the rape 
victim has no right to know whether the accused 
rapist has been suspended, expelled or let off the 
hook. We should have dealt with it sooner — but 
JMU needs to make date rape policy a top priority 
before more victims are allowed to suffer. 
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Prosperity, not bureaucracy Letters to the Editor 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
-Eric M. Johnson 
About this lime last year, the federal budget deficit 
nearly monopolized the attention of the news media. 
The White House projected a five-year deficit of 
over $1 trillion and all fiscal hell 
broke loose. The opinion-makers 
and politicians roared for a budget 
deal, and they got one. Now, 12 
months later, there is silence. 
From this, we might infer that we 
have a balanced budget. It might be 
shocking, then, to learn that in 1992 we will be 
spending $400 billion more than we arc taking in. A 
short lime ago the deficit was to be S231 billion, and 
we were headed for Armageddon. Where are the 
doomsaycrs now? 
We need look no further than last October's budget 
summit. The Bush administration had a half-million 
troops in the Persian Gulf and desperately wanted to 
resolve this budget issue before it ordered the 
liberation of Kuwait. The Democrats were more than 
happy to press Bush on the matter. In fact, the 
president was so anxious for a deal, he threw out his 
solemn campaign promise to hold the line on taxes. 
The results of the budget deal were predictable: 
real tax increases on real Americans coupled with 
imaginary spending cuts. The economy, which 
wasn't exactly humming along when it was hit with 
increased taxes, sank lower. Congress continued to 
spend borrowed money like there was no tomorrow. 
The real agenda behind the summit was an 
increase in the government's control of our money. 
The media supported it because it helped repudiate 
the exceptional economic record of the 1980s. The       
Democrats went back to their constituents and       Eric Johnson is a freshman political science major. 
An issues refresher course 
bragged that they raise taxes on the "rich" 
(Inexplicably defined as those making SI00,000 a 
year). To the rest of us, it meant less money and 
more intrusive government. To 
the one million people who have 
lost their jobs since last 
October, it has meant disaster. 
That is the real legacy of 
our monstrous government: less 
prosperity for all. By definition, 
a highly centralized bureaucracy is inefficient. When 
money is transferred from the private sector to the 
U.S. Treasury, it becomes immune from purifying 
forces of market competition. Waste and fraud 
results, as surely as night follows day. 
But Congress and our press don't include the 
welfare of ordinary citizens on their agendas. They 
arc much more concerned with increasing their 
influence in our daily lives, and they can do that by 
leading an incursion into our economic freedoms. 
The fact that you and I are paying more for gasoline 
matters not a bit to them. 
Voting out the current Congress would be a start, 
but it wouldn't be a solution. The remedy is a 
concerted attack on the size of the federal 
government Theoretically, it could be done by the 
president, but Bush isn't a boat-rocker and never will 
be. What we need is a president who is committed to 
a strong economy and limited government who is 
willing to tangle with those who want neither. In 
short, we must repeal the Twenty-Second 
Amendment and re-elect Ronald Reagan. 
In a continuing effort to maximize its audience 
and basically get people to read the paper. The 
Breeze has made some of its articles shorter so that 
they appear to be a quicker read. 
While this may not affect some 
features, like "Calvin and 
Hobbes," the editorial columns 
have been notably cut and thereby 
affected. 
What this has done is left a 
void where issues used to be dealt with. 
Aside from someone putting their foot in their 
mouth about a sexist comment and another columnist 
continually informing JMU what pig-behavior most 
men revert to after a few drinks, the Opinion section 
has been, well, rather blah on the issues. 
So, in the current effort to make things as brief as 
possible, the crack staff at the home office in 
Intercourse, Pa. has compiled the following issue- 
oriented questions to help familiarize you with what 
the hell is going on. 
Of course, the questions arc in multiple-guess 
form. 
Question 1: The most pleasant surprise on 
campus this year has been... 
A) JMU's high ranking in magazine surveys. 
B) the football's team early season success. 
C) the lack of shepherd's pie at D-Hall. 
Question 2: The biggest concern on campus this 
year is... 
A) the   growing   dissatisfaction   with   the 
administration. 




C) the grass on campus won't be green enough by 
Parent's Weekend. 
Question 3: The most absurd/annoying request 
this year has been... 
A) Uncle Ron needing to sec the 
questions before his meeting with 
the SGA. 
B) pulling up wilh tclc-rcgistraiion 
glitches after four years of 
operation. 
C) "Really, we've got this new library plan — just 
give us time." 
Question 4: The biggest waste of resources this 
year is... 
A) watering the grass while it rains. 
B) putting straw on top of dirt all over campus 
(somewhere, farm animals arc starving). 
QVIadimir Cuk, Lefty's "project." 
Question 5: The best place to find a tine on 
campus is.. . 
A) D-Hall, MWF, noon. 
B) the bank, anytime you're trying not to have a 
check bounce. 
C) any bathroom at any parly where you just 
defended your Chug-A-Lug title. 
Now in the true tradition of JMU, consider this a 
constructive education. That is, something you can 
build on as time goes on. Lord knows ihe 
administration does. 
And don't look for the right answers; you'll just 
get more questions. 
Mark  Destefano   is   a   senior   majoring   in 
communication. 
Resource Geography class 
tackles campus wastefulness 
To the editor: 
Did you know Americans produce enough styrofoam 
cups every year lo circle the Earth 436 limes! Did you 
know thai in JMU's D-Hall alone, approximately one 
million paper cups arc used every year! In admirable 
attempts to cut back on this waste, EARTH began selling 
their reusable mugs a year ago and Food Services 
recently distributed "R" mugs for free. Great ideas! But, 
where are all these mugs now? Our Resource Geography 
class is quite concerned about this, among other 
problems. The major goal for our class project is to help 
people on campus become more environmentally aware 
and cut down on waste. Using these reusable mugs is an 
easy first step. Having trouble remembering lo grab it in 
the morning? Be sure lo listen to ihe radio when you gel 
up, as ihe WXJM morning DJ's will remind you to bring 
your mug. Please — no more excuses. It's a simple thing 
that can make a big difference. Interested in other ways 
to help cut back on wasle and coascrvc our resources? 
Listen to our "DID YOU KNOWS?" on WXJM. read 
our signs around campus and get others rolling towards 
an Earth lhal will be much better for us all. 
Dr. Gentile's Resource Geography Class 
47 signatures 
Bus drivers are 'danger to 
pedestrians,' student claims 
To the editor: 
There is a safety problem at JMU that has bothered 
me since I was a freshman. The bus drivers speed around 
campus as if there were no one else on the roads. I 
personally witness the drivers every week accelerating to 
excessive speeds, cutting off other drivers and tail- 
gaiting. Last Friday afternoon I was behind a bus that 
ran a red light that had been red two or three seconds, 
forcing the car with die right of wty to come lo a slop. I 
find it disheartening that the value of human life is 
exchanged for a few extra minutes and I don't 
understand why the administration has looked the other 
way. These drivers are a danger to pedestrians, 
passengers and other drivers. I admit that I have never 
heard of a serious accident involving one of the buses. 
However, I sec no good reason why we should wait until 
one happens to take action. A public reply from the 




JMU Safety Coordinator /\l MacNull told The Breeze 
that when campus police observe aberrant driving 
behavior, no matter who the driver, they deal with it 
immediately. He said the safety office does not 'look the 
other way' and lhal after the incident he will call the 
employer of any reckless driver on campus. He 
suggested complaints concerning the city bus system be 
directed toward the Public Transportation Department 
of Harrtsonburg (434-2515). 
Leanne Whitlock scholarship 
fund still accepting donations 
To the editor: 
Leanne Whitlock was a JMU psychology major who 
was murdered in January 1990. In order to preserve the 
memory of Leanne, a scholarship was set up in her name 
lo aid any needy or deserving psychology student. On 
Sept. 30, the sisters of/.eta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. held a 
rally to raise money for the fund.We would like to 
express a heart-felt thanks to all those who supported us 
and donated to the fund. In order to keep the scholarship 
open we must raise S5.000 by the end of the semester. 
We now have approximately S2.800, which means we 
still have a long way lo go. Please send all contributions 
to P.O. Box L-242 in care of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 
Please make checks payable to The Leanne Whitlock 
Scholarship Fund. We thank all those who contributed 
and we hope that all those who have not will make an 
effort to do so. Let's not let Leanne's death be in vain! 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 
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NURSING STUDENTS 
EARN $1,200 A MONTH 
WHILE STILL IN SCHOOL 
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE COMPLETION PROGRAM 
The Navy offers you the opportunity to complete your degree while 
receiving as much as $1,200 a month. There are no special classes to attend. 
You will not be required to wear a uniform or attend drills. You must stay in 
school and keep your grades high. Upon obtaining your bachelor's degree, 
you will be commissioned an ensign 
in the United States Navy Nurse 
Corps earning good pay, 30 days of 
paid vacation each year and other 
benefits that are hard to match 
anywhere. 
Eligibility requirements are 
stringent. Only the best applicants 
will be accepted. To qualify you must: 
• be a sophomore, junior or senior 
enrolled in or accepted to an NLN 
accredited school of nursing leading 
to a B.S. degree in nursing. 
• have a minimum GPA of 3.0. 
• be at least 18 but not yet 35 years 
of age at the time of graduation and 
commissioning. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
CALL 
Medical Programs at 1-800-533-1657 
NAVY NURSE E£ S&S'^ES 
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Exhibit focuses on shape, architecture 
by Rusty Farmer 
 stqffwriter  
Power lines, bridges and roads aren't the usual 
norm for artistic endeavors — but don't tell that to 
junior Barri Lester. 
Her exhibit, "UNTITLED!," is now showing at 
Zirkle House and features twelve untitled works of 
large architectural structures, such as a spanned 
bridge. Lester admits her artwork can be considered 
abstract although she does not think of it that way. 
"I can see where all of my shapes come from," 
Lester said. "I feel the term abstract is a term from the 
left-side of the brain trying to explain something on 
the right." 
Lester does not feel that her artwork is for the 
conceptual, scientific left-side of the brain. She paints 
for the more emotional right-side, with no creative 
boundaries. 
"UNTITLED!" is appropriately the title of this, her 
first show. Lester believes titling artwork is 
inappropriate because, "when you title a work, many 
people don't understand its abstraction." 
She begins her pieces by making a sketch of the 
subject matter from a photograph. "I look for how the 
architectural elements work in overlapping and how 
they unite sections into shapes," Lester said. 
"When I start it is only preliminary," she said. "If I 
think it can be abstract I continue. I then work the 
detail from small to large." 
The most important element in a painting is its 
spatial division, Lester said. Once the size and 






• Flash Gordon (PG) — 7, 9:30 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres 
• Freddy's Dead — The Final Nightmare (R) — 
3, 5:30, 7:30, 9:45 
• Doc Hollywood (PG-13) — 2:45, S, 7:10, 
9:30 
• Robin Hood (PG-13)  — 3:30, 7, 9:30 
• The Doctor (PG-13) — 2:30,4:50,7:10, 
9:30 
Loews Theatres 
• Regarding Henry  (PG-13) — 7:30, 9:30 
• The Fisher King (R) — 7, 9:30 
• Necessary Roughness  (PG-13) —   7:40, 
9:40 
RY*N KETCHUM/THE BREEZE 
Sophomore Barri Lester uses pieces of architecture as subjects for her art work. 
One of her favorite locations to paint is the 
interchange of Interstales 64 and 95 in Richmond. 
"It is in this little area called Shockoe Slip," she 
said. "It is down by the river. There arc old 
warehouses and parking lots. All around there arc 
these big concrete columns supporting the roads," 
Lester said, adding that she walks beneath the bridge 
to visualize its horizontal and vertical lines. 
Lester has no preset routine before beginning a 
piece. But she likes to put on slow music. 
"The rhythm makes me more thoughtful and ii 
helps me get in touch with what is going on,'* she 
said. "There is a lot of sitting, thinking and looking." 
Lester's personal emotions greatly affect her 
paintings. The darker portraits were painted while she 
was in a depressed mood. Lighter, more energetic 




• Robin Hood (PG-13) — 7, 9:30 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres 
• Freddy's Dead - The Final Nightmare (R) — 
3, 5:30, 7:30, 9:45 
• The Commitments (R)  —  4:45, 7, 9:20 
• The Ricochet (R) — 2:45, 5, 7:15, 9:40 
• The Doctor (PG-13-) —   2:30, 4:50, 7:10, 
9:30 
Loews Theatres 
• The Fisher King (R) —  7, 9:30 
• Necessary Roughness   (PG-13) —   7:40, 
9:40 
• The Super (R) — 7:30, 9:30 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre 
• Robin Hood (PG-13) — 7, 9:30 (Saturday) 
• The Magnificent Ambersons (NR) — 7:30 
Sunday) 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres 
• Freddy's Dead - The Final Nightmare (R) — 
3, 5:30, 7:30, 9:45 
• The Commitments (R)  — 2:30, 4:45, 7, 
9:20 
• The Ricochet (R) — 2:45, 5, 7:15, 9:40 
• The Doctor (PG-13)  —  2:30, 4:50, 7:10, 
9:30 
Loews Theatres 
• The Fisher King (R) — 
• Necessary Roughness 
5:40, 7:40, 9:40 
• The Super (R) — 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 
4, 7, 9:30 
(PG-13)   —  3:40, 
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Mary's Danish has 'visionary sound' 
by Brian Belforte 
stqffwriter 
Mary's Danish isn't a person and 
it's certainly not a pastry, but an 
entity which forms one of the most 
interesting progressive-rock bands 
on the scene today. 
REVIEW 
The band's music is filled with 
surging emotion, careening guitars, 
and a funk-ridden rhythm section 
that will leave your shorts dangling 
around your ankles. This sextet 
hails from Los Angeles, and has a 
visionary sound, which could create 
a new brand of music much like 
The Doors did in the late 1960's. 
With the new release "Circa" — 
the group's first full album — 
Mary's Danish is gaining heavy 
radio play with the single "Julie's 
Blanket." It's a guitar crunching 
melody that's reminiscent of a 
Hcndrix tune with the band's lead 
singer, Gretchen Seagcr, charging 
to the forefront. 
The band's previous lop single, 
"Who Crashed the Car Tonight," 
was a thrashing tune that sent the 
Mary's Danish recently released 
band soaring to top 5 status on 
Billboard's "Modern Rock" charts in 
1989. 
Since then, Mary's Danish has 
been doing some serious refining. 
The group has been in and out of 
the studio over the past two years 
grinding out what is considered to 
be the band's best work to date. 
Singer Julie Ritter said, "The songs 
COURTESY OF MORGW CREEK 
the album "Circa." 
paint the full spectrum of what 
we're out to show, anything less 
would detract." 
It seems their hard work has 
begun to pay off since Mary's 
Danish signed with Morgan Creek 
Records, a newly formed label. The 
new album "Circa" is expected to 
reach the masses from coast to 
coast, as well as overseas. 
WXJMTopTen 
For the week ending 
September 2&199L 
1 "Give it Away* Red Hot Chili Peppers 
2 Fishbone 
3 "Live and Let Die " Guns'N Roses 
4 "Rl Sll H.A.I). 11 
5 "Sunshine" Timbuk3 
6 Violent Femmes 
7 "Rocking Chair' House of Freaks 
8 1: - Crowded House 
9 "Smells Like ..." Nirvana 
TO • The Meat Puppets 
COURTESY WXJM 
P£ IT JAvFMl.I.tfr \xf.mmmmam o 
.**** 
. LOUISIANA °*^ 
25 W. Water St. 564-0077 
TEX-MEX/CAJUN FOOD 
EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI! 
COME ON IN AND TRY OUR SPECIALS. WE LOVE 
TO COOK AND YOU'LL LOVE OUR COOKING! 








A Gal with a 
Guitar, and boy 
can the sing-! 
$2.00 cover 
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Hitchcock falls short 
by Andrew Morrow 
___ staffwriter  
For fourteen years, Robyn 
Hitchcock has released unusual and 
intriguing albums — unfortunately, 
that has ended with his latest effort 
on A&M, "Perspex Island." 
R   F.   V   I   E   W 
Musically, the new album is 
repetitive, simple and lyrically 
listless. Many of the songs are 
catchy, but boring, and have a sort 
of Beatles-meet-the-New Kids feel. 
In the 1988 presidential election, 
Lloyd Bentsen put Dan Quay Ic in 
his place by telling him he was "no 
Jack Kennedy." Well, Robyn, you 
are no John Lennon and you just 
aren't cute enough to hang tough 
with the likes of Donnie and 
Jordan. 
The first single off "Perspex 
Island" is "So You Think You're In 
Love," a tune which has stationed 
the album at number one on the 
college radio charts for the past four 
weeks. Although it's upbeat and 
easy to sing along with, it's about 
as pointless as the Reagan 
Administration. 
There are a lot of bands that try 
and hide a weak effort behind one 
Top 40 song. Hitchcock had not 
previously succumbed to this 
practice. 
And this single is not a good 
example of the rest of the material 
on the album — which is weak. 
For help on this album 
Hitchcock turned to R.EM.'s Peter 
Buck and Michael Stipe. Hardly an 
original notion, trying to ride on 
the coattails of this shiny, happy 
duo. Buck, who has played with 
Hitchcock on previous projects', 
plays guitar and mandolin on 
several tracks. Stipe adds back-up 
vocals on the song "She Doesn't 
Exist" and sounds as bored as 
listening to this album would make 
anyone. 
Perhaps after years of making 
music, Hitchcock is as interesting 
as he can be. However, hopefully 
Hitchcock and his back-up band, the 
Egyptians, will return to the 
unconventional yet compelling 
style which earned them recognition 
in the musk industry. 
Just Arrived! 
New Shipment of 
BMW Automobiles 
Sales • Service 
Genuine Parts & Accessories 
We also have a BMW restoration for 
all your painting needs and any aero 
dynamics accessories, etc. 
auto soles 
BMW SPECIALIST w^m^mmtmm 
CALL: John Estep 432-H38 
Steve Good 
3311 S. Main Street, Harrisonburg, VA 
Dead, Depeche, Color Me Bad 
meet with success musically 
It's The Dead — alive 
Mickey Hart, the drummer of The 
Grateful Dead and author of two books 
on the history of percussion and 
rhythm, will talk about and play drums 
on National Public Radio's "All 
Things Considered" news magazine. 
The program will air on Saturday at 
5 p.m. on WMRA-FM 90.7. 
Hart will discuss rhythms used in 
work, in war, in religious dances and 
in Shaman trances. Hart, who has been 
collecting drums and drum lore for 20 
years, will also play over the air a wide 
range of drums from around the world. 
"I saw that the drum was familiar to 
all rites of passage and prayer," Hart 
said. He has co-written "Drumming at 
the Edge of Magic," with author Jay 
Stephens, and the forthcoming "Planet 
Drum" with Frederic Lieberman. 
Depeche, dangerously cod 
Depeche Mode was recently honored 
by Warner Bros., Reprise and Sire 
Records executives for the group's 
astounding record sales, which include 
"Violator," double platinum; "Music 
For the Masses," platinum; "101," 
platinum; and "People Are People," 
gold. The group's popularity has soared 
in recent years, culminating with 
"Violator." 
Currently on hiatus, DeMode — as 
the group is called in Los Angeles — 
is the subject of a recent book of 
photos, "Strangers," by photographer 
Anton Corbijin. 
Color them successful 
"I Wanna Sex You Up," the number 
one single from Color Me Badd, is the 
first double platinum single to be 
certified by the Record Industry 
Association of America in 1991. 
Comprised of Mark Calderon, Kevin 
Thorton, Sam Watters and Bryan 
Abrams, the group began as an a 
Capella ensemble in Oklahoma City. 
While singing for such artists as 
Huey Lewis & The News, The O'Jays 
and Tony! Toni! Tone!. Color Me Badd 
impressed Jon Bon Jovi so much that 
he told his opening act to "take the 
night off and instead had the quartet 
open his Oklahoma City show. With 
support of Kool & The Gang, the 
group moved to New York, signed 
with Giant Records and became these 
way cool international showboys. 
VAlfctf 
Sena* The Best Second & Steak bi The VaBey 
Chu-Chu's Is Now Accepting 
Reservations for Parents' Weekend 
Call 564-1493 • Thurs., Fit, Sat., All You Can Eat Seafood 
Open 7 Days a Week for Lunch and Dinner 
Exotic Drinks! • Banquet Facilities Available 
Mon.-Thurs. 11am-2pm & 4pm-9:30pm • Fri. llam-2pm & 4pm-10:30pm 
Sat. 12noon-10:30pm • Sun. 12noon-9:30pm 
10% discount with JMU I.D. •       call 564-1963 
from Jiome Home 
• Prescriptions and 
over-the-counter drugs. 
•Private consultation with your 




1015 Harrison St, Harrisonburg 
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One quest for fresh air 
Here lies a question which many 
minds have devoted mountains of 
minutes to speculate: "What type of 
odoriferousness is this in the 'Burg?" 
As with any perplexing problem of 
monumentally historical importance, a 
plan was needed to find an answer. This 
is so because, as one student stated, 
"we is college students!" 
Christopher Drummond, known to 
friends as "Spleen," seemed to be a 
leading expert on the subject of stink. 
"Being a fifth-year senior I've had 
much time to contemplate this," he 
said. 'The smell of campus is likened 
to halitosis, God's morning breath. It 
must be experienced to be appreciated." 
To achieve a similar aroma in one's 
own home. Spleen suggests, "Don't 
flush the toilet for two days." 
The stink is most apparent on the 
Quad, according to Spleen. 
"That's because I've lived there ihc 
longest," he proudly stated. 
However, students balked at 
Spleen's insinuation (hat his toilet has 
led the assault on student's nostrils. 
John Lucas, a junior, suggested the 
local farms caused the stale funk. 
"In the evenings, when the 
atmosphere becomes more saturated 
with water vapor and consequently 
heavier and almost stagnant, the odor 
of the local farms with their manure- 
spreaders and chicken houses sets over 
campus, having no strong head wind to 
carry the once light, dry daytime air 
away," John reasoned, before passing 
out from light-headedness. 
His farm theory seemed logical to 
some. But others, who arc experts on 
manure-spreaders [future politicians at 
JMU] and have used Spleen's toilet, 
disagreed. They reported sniffing a bit 
different malodorous scent. 
"It smells like Alpo," offered 
sophomore Susan Brinkworth. 
Lauren Bowers, a junior, agreed and 
gave an explanation. "It smells like 
dog food because there's a dog food 
factory nearby," she said. "I've heard 
about it. When I was a freshman this 
junior told me. WJjy would somebody 
ANDY SAFTROWrHE BREEZE 
make that up?" 
Her logic seemed reasonable. 
But Dale Harter, director of the 
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Historical 
Society and a JMU grad, shot down 
Lauren's Alpo theory, not to mention 
the credibility of a certain junior. 
The rumor of a dog food factory 
being in the area is "a fallacy," Harter 
said. "That's complete baloney!" 
While dismissing the Alpo theory, 
Harter mentioned the possibility of the 
odor being emitted from the feed mill 
located behind Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
The Southern States mill produces 
poultry, swine, dairy, and beef feeds, 
none of which are regularly served at 
D-hall. Emanating from the mill is an 
odor likened to Spleen's toilet. 
But Ronnie Stawderman, the mill 
manager, claims "there's no smell." 
Then again, he has been working for 
Southern States since 1976. 
"I guess it's like anything else, 
when you've been around something 
for so long you don't really notice it," 
he said. "It all smells the same to me." 
But like everyone with a nose, 
Stawderman had a theory. 
"The smell that they're saying may 
be dog food is a product called meat 
scrap or animal by-products," he 
explained. "We use some of that in 
manufacturing poultry feeds." 
This same product is often used in 
pel foods and has "a distinct odor that 
you'll note if it's there," he said. 
But is the odor distinct enough to 
weather the stench of the local farms, 
invisible Alpo plant, and most 
importantly — Spleen's toilet? 
Harrisonburg has a place in history books ... 
City's past diverse, 1 
by Brookie Davis 
production manager The City a 
Though Harrisonburg adapts each fall as 
thousands of JMU students arrive for the academic 
year, history has made its own dent on local 
culture during the city's 210-year history. 
Home of history-makers 
Harrisonburg can claim diverse history-makers 
who have left their mark in the last 200 years of 
American history. 
Captain Charles B. Gatewood, who captured 
Geronimo, the last of the Apache Indian chiefs, 
was from Harrisonburg. Also from the city was 
John T. Harrison, the U.S. Congressman who 
attempted to keep Virginia from sccecding from the 
union during the Civil War. 
Lucy Simms, born a slave in Harrisonburg, 
went on to set up the Lucy Simms' School for 
Negroes before segregation was legislated into 
public schools. 
Harrisonburg was the summer home of Walter 
Reed, the doctor credited with discovering the cure 
for malaria. 
The city also is the birthplace of Ralph 
Sampson, the 7'4" former University of Virginia 
basketball star and professional basketball player 
and of Howard Stevens, the 5'7", 165-pound 
running back and punt returner who played for the 
Baltimore Colts. 
General History 
Harrisonburg received its town charter in May 
1780 by an act of Assembly on 50 acres of 
Thomas Harrison's land. 
Mimmpltml 
© Wurrtm-Sip* MUMI 
O Whmmmt VLurriumn 
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O Jomhu* Wilton Hoi 
n Original Tmwn 
Bmundmrtmm 
The original Harrisonburg boundaries ' 
what is now High Street to Federal Street 
Bruce Street to Wolfe Street. 
Harrisonburg has a strong German an 
Irish background, said Bob Sullivan, 53 
of Harrisonburg and a member of the 
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Historical Soc 
Before the town was establis 
settlement generally was called Rocktow 
it was built on a bed of rocks. This r 
gradually abandoned following the 
establishment 
Harrisonburg wasn't formally incorpo 
city until 1849 when it established I 
council form of government, with a pop 
718. It became a independent city in 1916 
Rockingham County was founded in 
JMU's Small Business Institute 
by Robyn L. Davis 
staffwriter 
Six months ago, local 
businesswoman Lana Bennett was 
having financial problems. Her motor- 
coach tours business, in its third year, 
had been hit by the recession and she 
wasn't sure if it would survive. 
"Naturally we were one of the 
industries people didn't need," she said. 
After October, her business took a turn 
for the worse. Travel was a luxury 
people couldn't afford any more. 
But Jeff Forbes and Mark Allen, 
two JMU graduate students who 
worked with Bennett through JMU's 
Small Business Institute, had a plan. 
The students took a market survey of 
what people in the Harrisonburg area 
wanted and from it suggested ways for 
Bennett to ride out the recession. 
Bennett is now 
"They helpc 
they looked at 
said.    "Whe 
Karen Wigginton 
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his name was 
;   the  town's 
;orporated as a 
led a mayor- 
i population of 
1916. 
Jd in 1778. In 
GRANT JERDING/THE BREEZE 
1780 Harrisonburg became the scat of the county. 
According to legend, Harrison and George Kcezcl, 
founder of Kcezcl town, raced by horseback to get 
to the General Assembly, which was then in 
Williamsburg, Sullivan said. Harrison won, and 
his town became the county seal. 
In its early years, Harrisonburg was a typical 
town on the frontier. It was generally self- 
supporting, depending on agriculture. It was also a 
major trading town. 
Role in the Civil War 
Between 1861 and 1864, soldiers from both the 
blue and the gray passed through Harrisonburg. 
HISTORY page 23 
:e aids local merchants 
; now back on her feet, 
helped tremendously because 
ed at it from the outside," she 
When   you're   close    to 
GENE CHUNEUJ/THE BREEZE 
something, you don't see all the 
options." 
"They were very professional, very 
businesslike," she said. "I thought they 
seemed very anxious to do a good job 
and helped me with anything I needed." 
JMU's Small Business Institute 
helped 137 businesses in 1990, said 
Karen Wigginton, director of the 
institute. The program is funded by 
JMU's Center for Entrepreneurship, the 
Virginia Department of Economic 
Development and the JMU 
Foundation. Students in several 
marketing classes do counseling and 
planning for the businesses for the 
class and are not paid. 
BUSINESS page 23 
Alumni find reasons to stay, 
make 'Burg permanent home 
by Tracey Guise 
staffwriter 
After having called Harrisonburg home for four, or 
even five or six years, sometimes it's hard for 
students to leave. 
Some even move in for good. 
Students have slowly been filling the Harrisonburg 
area since JMU's Madison College era. For those that 
stay, it's the pace of life and scenery that make the 
'Burg suitable for a permanent home. 
James Newton Dickson III, now an attorney at 
Clark & Bradshaw in Harrisonburg, got his master's 
degree in history from JMU in 1975. 
Originally from Vienna, and having spent a few 
years in Fairfax, Dickson knows what it's like to live 
in a fast-paced city. But he chose to return to 
Harrisonburg, saying he hates bumper-to-bumpcr 
traffic and shopping, and, "if you don't like to shop, 
there's nothing to do" in Fairfax. 
He currently lives on a farm in Bridgcwatcr. It's "a 
lot better than the Beltway," he said. 
Alice Julias, a 1965 graduate of JMU, never left 
Harrisonburg after she graduated. Instead, Julias chose 
to stay because her husband was here. And she said 
she's still happy with their location. 
"Harrisonburg is a great place to live and raise a 
family," Julias said. 
She also came from Northern Virginia, and she 
also was used to big-city life. She admitted thinking, 
"How could anyone live in this little hick town?" 
when she first came to Harrisonburg. 
But Julias later showed her children the day-to-day 
benefits of a small town. For example, when her 
oldest son began driving, she pointed out to him that 
driving in big cities is "a whole different ball game" 
than driving in Harrisonburg. 
Craig Moore graduated from JMU in 1983 and 
opened a restaurant in Court Square — Calhoun's — 
that fall. Calhoun's closed in 1988, and in June of 
that same year, he opened the Joshua Wilton House, 
and now says he has no thoughts of leaving 
Harrisonburg in the near future. 
"I love the area. That's why I stayed," Moore said. 
"I saw a need for fine dining in Harrisonburg." 
Harrisonburg, Moore says, is a growing 
community. He likes the people, and also thinks it's a 
good environment to start a family. 
Moore is intrigued by the beauty of Harrisonburg, 
and likes the fact that it's small enough that "you 
don't have to put up with the tension and stress of 
city life." 
Sidra Dubel graduated from JMU in 1981 with a 
master's degree in counseling. Dubel, originally from 
Harrisonburg, currently works at Manpower, a 
temporary service agency, in Harrisonburg. She lives 
in nearby Elkton. 
SAU.Y SANDERSmc BREEZE 
*m Dixon and his son Andrew JMU 
have made 
Dubel said she was "the typical child" while 
growing up in Harrisonburg, always complaining of 
having "nothing to do." However, she and her 
husband. Ken, also a graduate of JMU, chose to stay 
in Harrisonburg. 
"Harrisonburg's gone through a tremendous 
change," she said. "There is a lot Harrisonburg has to 
offer for the public at large, and JMU docs, loo. 
"I love Harrisonburg," she said. 
University, community share reciprocal growth 
by Laura L Hutchison 
& Kate McFadden 
focus on... editors 
Since 1909, when students first came to 
Harrisonburg to experience higher education, the 
school and community have been tied together, 
influencing and inciting change in one another. 
"The changes in the university have been ama/.ing, 
but the changes in the city have been equally 
amazing," said Fred Hilton, director of 
communications. He has been at JMU for 19 years, 
and has seen a great deal of the growth and change of 
the university and the community. 
"Changes in the university have driven changes in 
the city," he said. 
Hilton said the university has a major effect on the 
area's economy. 
He said that JMU and its students attract favorable 
business and industry, but that JMU also puts money 
directly into the community. 
"In a matter of dollars and cents, we have about a 
$100 million operating budget that goes directly into 
the local economy, and most of it is in salaries. 
"Over the past 15 or 20 years, there has been 
another $70 or $80 million spent on building and 
HILJOH page 23 
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CUSTOM imprints 
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THE JMSHfN INN 
A beautiful Antebellum-Style Inn in 
Trices pleasure iii offering 
Alumni, Parents, Studentl, Faculty 
& Staff of James Madison University 
A special rate package for the 1991-92 Academic year 
FROM $99 FOR 2 NIGHTS/ 2 DINNERS/ 2 BREAKFASTS 
401 WMAIRStKi^ (cxit6T)qnRt.2n 
(703) 743-5105  or (800) 873-7390 
(seasonal/ weekend rates vary) 
Green Valley 
Book Fair 
Don't miss the largest selection of books 
and book lovers in the Mid-Atlantic area. 
Over 250,000 New Books 
All at 60% - 90% off retail 
Featuring current Best Sellers, Reference, 
History, literature. Fiction, Children's, 
Cookbooks, Sciences, plus all other subjects. 
TWO WEEKENDS ONLY 
SAT., OCTOBER 5 (9 A.M. - 9 P.M.)       SAT., OCTOBER 12 
SUN., OCTOBER 6   (12 NOON-5 P.M.)   SUN., OCTOBER 13 
Green Valley Book 
The East Coasts #1 Book Clearance Center 
LooUd a mUM Mrt of Mt. Crawford, 1-81, 
Watchforrign..   Only 1 1/2 
t 81, turn 
off 1-81. 
onRt.882. 
(703) 434 - 42GO 
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History. 
CONTIHUED from page 21 
"There were a loi of people who supported both 
sides," Sullivan said. 
Bui, "believe it or not there was a lot of pro-Union 
sentiment," said Dale Hartcr, director of the 
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Historical Society. 
The town was home to many pacifists, Brethren 
and Mcnnoniles, who didn't support the war. 
General J.R. Jones was the only Confederate 
general from Harrisonburg. 
General Turner Ashby, Stonewall Jackson's cavalry 
leader died on June 6, 1862 just outside of 
Harrisonburg in the battle of Cross Keys and Port 
Republic. 
Historic sites 
Though Harrisonburg is not considered a historic 
town, Sullivan said, there are a few Harrisonburg 
homes that might be considered historic. 
Thomas Harrison built his blucstonc house in the 
1750's. This house is the first significant structure 
built in Harrisonburg. It still is standing on what 
today is Bruce Street. 
Court Square is built on 2 1/2 acres of land which 
Harrison donated to the city when it was chartered. 
The Warren-Sipe Museum is the fourth oldest 
building in town. The original owner was E.T.H. 
Warren, a descendent of Thomas Harrison. Warren was 
a Confederate colonel in the IOth regiment. He was 
killed at the battle of the Wilderness June 5, 1864. 
According to local legend, his ghost haunts the 
house and stands at the top of the stairs and looks 
down, Hartcr said. 
The Victorian-designed Joshua Wilton house, built 
in the 1890s, presently is used as a bed and breakfast. 
The original owner, Joshua Wilton, owned a hardware 
store in Harrisonburg and was a prominent member of 
local government 
The original Rockingham Memorial Hospital was 
built in 1912 with money left by William Glodomore 
Locke, a Harrisonburg businessman. The original 
building contained only twenty beds. 
Business. 
CONTINUED from page 21 
"We are really in the business of 
education," Wigginton said. "The 
student business counselor program 
helps them get an education, and in 
turn, they teach." 
Only businesses that have been in 
existence for one year are eligible for 
assistance, Wigginton said. That 
makes it less likely that students will 
spend time on a business that folds. 
"Its a win-win situation when you 
get involved with the Small Business 
Institute," Wigginton said. "The 
student gets hands-on experience and 
the business gets advice. It's a great 
marriage." 
There are seven faculty members and 
2S0 students involved with the 
institute each semester. 
Tom Walker, general manager of 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center, had 
students help him with market research 
to decide if students would use an off- 
campus bookstore. 
The students found that JMU 
students probably would. Walker said 
the center doesn't include such a store 
now, but may in the future. 
'We do not claim to know 
everything there is to know about 
managing a business," Wigginton said. 
"Some people come here and want us 
to be their lawyer, their CPA, and their 
counselor. We can't do it all." 
Serving the Finest in Soups, Salads, Burgers, Chicken, 
Seafood, Mexican, Steaks and Great Baby Back Ribs. 
And on Sunday, kids eat free! 
• Sunday and Mondij night 
Football specials - Buy one 
appetizer get one free of 
equal or lesser value during 
games 
•Twiiiy Night 150 wings 
• Wednesday night IOC shrimp 
steamed or fried; specials 
far the ladies 
• Thirdly night come sing with 
us - Karaoke 
• Dancing Frldij ui Saturdays 
Open 11am. til 2am. 
Complimentary Food Hour 
Daily from 5 til 7 





2061 Evelyn Byrd Avenue (Behind Valley MallJ.Harrisonburg 
Hilton 
COHTWUED from page 21 
construction, done primarily by local 
contractors. All that stays here. The 
university is the largest employer in 
the city of Harrisonburg." 
Hilton said students also bring a 
great deal to the Harrisonburg 
economy, as well as university events 
such as Homecoming, Parents' 
Weekend, graduation and concerts. 
Hilton said JMU and Harrisonburg 
have a good relationship, and auributcs 
that success to communication. 
"We stay in close contact with 
community members," he said. "We 
meet with chief city and county 
officials to let them know what is 
happening each year." 
JMU students also help with 
community relations. 
"Students who have worked in 
community projects make positive 
impressions on community members 
— that is the quickest way to get rid of 
any negative stereotypes townspeople 
may have." 
And despite predicted growth of the 
university, Hilton does not foresee a 
time when the university will engulf 
the surrounding community. 
"The goal of the institution since 
President Carrier has been here has 
been that the university should not 
overwhelm the city, but by the same 
token, the city should not overwhelm 
the university." 
The Breeze is now hiring for an 
account executive position! 
Approximately 15 hours per week; no 
sales experience is required.   Come 
join our advertising sales team. Just 
send a resume and cover letter to: 
Kevin D. Hall 
Business Manager 
The Breeze 
Anthony Seeger Hall 
Deadline for applications is October 16. 
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Premium Ice Cream 
Without the 
Premium Price 
98 Kenmore Street 








1 With Coupon 
| One Coupon Per 
Purchase. 
Expires November 3,1991 
With Coupon 
One Coupon Per Purchase. 




























Friday and Saturday only! 
OPen    fW^h       a-m- Friday' 
Open 9 a.m. Saturday 
Shop our entire etore for super 
savings while quantities last! 
(No Lay away a, phon* ordara or C.O.D.'a.) 
Shop 8 am-10 
9 am-9 pm 
m Friday & 
aturday 
Friday 8am-12noon DOOfbUStOrSl Saturday 9am-1pm 
SWATCH9. FOSSLO, QUESSO.and TIMEXO 
WATCHES 
25% OFF 
EXCLUOES S1S.SS STYLES AND MONET® 
AK3NERO HANOBAGS, SMALL LEATHER GOODS 
ACCESSORIES 
25% OFF 
BELTS AND UMBRELLAS 
BY GLENTEXO FALLCHALLIS SCARVES 
SCARVES 
.990 
BY DESIGNER ORGINALS* 
SKIRTS & PANTS 
$3.99 
SIZES LIMITED IN ACRYLIC KNIT 
BRAS & RANTIES 
$1.99-5.99 
BY FAMOUS MAKER. SIZES LIMITED 
BY PALM BEACH* AND MEETING STREET9 
MENS SUITS a SPORTCOATS 
30% OFF 
REG PRICE ONLY. EXCLUDES SPECIAL VALUE SUITS 
BY JANTEENe. WOOLRICHa.ANO HURSTa 
MEN3 SWEATERS 
30% OFF 
SADDLEBREDO AND ALEXANDER JULIANA 
REEBOK*. NIKE®, t CONVERSE* 
FAMILY ATHLETIC SHOES 
30% OFF 
REG PRCED SHOES. EXCLUDES THE -PUMP- 
TAKE AN EXTRA 40% OFF 
CURTAINS, DRAPES, a BEDDING 
APPLIES TO PREVIOUSLY REDUCED 
REDLINE MERCHANDISE 
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Frisbee fanatics fly high on the Quad 
by Laura Jenkins 
staff writer 
Ever have the urge to 'get 
horizontal' out on the quad? 
Ultimate Frisbee provides the 
opportunity to do just that 
j*«** 
ANDY SAFFRON/ THE BREEZE 
About a dozen students hit the 
Quad on Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday between 3 and 5 p.m. to 
play a game that mixes football and 
soccer. And there's ample opportunity 
to get horizontal diving for the disc. 
"The game was created by hippies 
in the mid to late sixties in Jersey," 
explained sophomore Ed Messick, the 
driving force behind the Ultimate 
Frisbee team here at JMU. 
Ultimate Frisbee is a sport with no 
referees. The players all call their own 
fouls, trusting each other's honesty 
and sportsmanship. According to 
frisbee enthusiast and senior English 
major Stuart Gunter, it is a 
"gentleman's game" of honor where 
everyone looks out for everyone else. 
Although Frisbee may be a 
"gentleman's" sport, there arc plenty 
of female participants. 
"We play as much as they do," 
freshman Danielle Caffo said. 
Fellow teammates Holly Ferguson, 
and Valerie Fontana, also freshmen, 
agreed they are treated equally, with 
plenty of help from the guys and lots 
of chances to play. Messick explained 
that while the team is still small, it 
will stay coed. Most schools have 
separate women's teams. 
The team is a diverse group. 
Ferguson and Caffo had never thrown 
a frisbee before their first afternoon on 
the Quad, while some players have 
played at camps or on informal high 
school teams. Many are former soccer 
or football players since Ultimate 
Frisbee is derived from those two 
more mainstream sports. 
"I used to play soccer — it's kind 
of similar. It's similar to football but 
you run all the time like soccer, " said 
sophomore Wayne Gosselin. 
Each side fields seven players. 
When a pass is completed, the 
receiver must establish a pivot foot, 
like in basketball. To score, a team 
must get a completion in the end zone. 
The constant pace lakes a lot of 
endurance, according to Caffo. The 
team agrees that it is a good work out. 
"It's a very 
constant game, 
sprint sprint 
sprint — you 
need a lot of 
subs," Messick 
said. 
The team is not officially a club, 
and doesn't even have a name yet, but 
is growing. Messick is optimistic that 
the team will be recognized soon. In 
order to travel, there should be 14 to 
15 players on the team. So far, the 
turn-out on the Quad has been close to 
that number. 
The fall season continues into 
November with sectional, regional and 
national level competitions. Most 
colleges in Virginia have teams, 
including UVa, Tech and William 
and Mary. The teams have odd names 
and wear team t-shirts for uniforms. 
Messick gave the UVa team name as 
an example — they  are called 
Yethounds after a pack of phantom 
dogs. 
"Frisbee is full of wild and crazy 
people," Messick said. 
The JMU team attended a small 
tournament at UVa last weekend, 
defeating George Mason University 
and losing to UVa and Swarthmorc. 
"We arc definitely getting better. 
The more experience we get the belter 
our chances 
to win arc," 
Messick 
said. He 




another chance to compete, but he 
confidently   believes   they   will 
improve. 
But the element of fun is the main 
reason the players are involved. 
"I'm out mere trying to have fun. If 
people aren't having fun then I am not 
doing my job," Messick said. 
Caffo claims that playing frisbee 
helps her feel more involved in the 
campus while Fontana emphasizes the 
friendliness of the other players and 
their eagerness to help out. 
"This is the best thing that's 
happened to me so far at JMU," 
Ferguson said. 
"Frisbee is full of wild 
and crazy people." 
Ed Messick 
Ultimate Frisbee player 
October celebrates football, moms and dads 
In two days JMU will be transformed into a 
campus of perfect flowers and neat dorm rooms — 
the picture of collegiate tranquility. Saturday is 
JMU's 28th Parents' Day. And with few exceptions, 
it hasn't really changed over the years. 
Parents' Day football 
Sports and Parents' Day were joined together 
even before the creation of JMU football and 
Bridgeforth Stadium. 
In 1974, football and field hockey had equal 
billing, occuring at the same time on Saturday 
afternoon. 
The opposition has also changed. In 1977, JMU 
played the Shepherd College Rams and in 1974 the 
team played Emory and Henry. In the years before a 
stadium existed, football games took place at 
Memorial Stadium at Harrisonburg High School. 
Entertaining Mom and Dad 
Other perennial events were a Madisonian 
concert, an address by the president and special 
programs highlighting student achievements. 
Following the Madisonian concert in 1985, 
Fireworks exploded over Newman Lake. In 1974 the 
Madisonian's concert included the performance of 
Tommy Ncwsom, a till-in for Doc Sevcrinson on the 
"Tonight Show." The Stratford Players and other 
theatrical groups provided entertainment for parents. 
In 1973 and 1974, Parents' Day and Homecoming 
were combined. The 1974 "Octobcrfcst" included a 
play, a dance and a parade. 
"Friday night also offers a dance at the 
Harrisonburg Auto Auction ... the dance, open to 
both students and alumni, is casual and is S3 per 
couple, $1.75 per person," according to the October 
25, 1974, edition of The Breeze. 
A Career Awareness Day and classroom visitation 
were scheduled for the 1977 Parents' Day. 
No room in the inn 
When parents can't find hotel rooms in 
Harrisonburg this Saturday, they can be assured they 
weren't the first. 
In 1980, rooms were booked a year in advance. 
Most Harrisonburg hotels were 99 percent filled for 
Parents' Weekend with JMU parents. 
"For James Madison University's Parents Day, 
hotels from as far away as Elkton arc booked for 
October 25," wrote Debbie Norman in the Oct. 24, 
1990 edition of The Breeze. 
Bui one thing thai has changed in ihc pasl 10 
years is the price. In 1980 a room for one nighi in ihc 
Howard Johnson Motor Inn cost S33.92. Today the 
same room costs $49.95. 
Despite the minor changes, the purpose of 
Parents' Day remains the same. 
"Parents Weekend. . .is designed to give students' 
parents the opportunity to visit with their sons and 
daughters and to take part in university activities," 
according to the Sept. 27,1977 and the Oct. 3, 1991 
editions of The Breeze. 
— compiled by Donna Ragsdale 
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Jod foweH is one ol (fie little answers to 
die big problems facing every community in 
America. Aid because (here ore more peo- 
ple man problems, things will get done. All 
you hove to do is something. Do anything. 
^ POINTS OF LIGHT 
OOI irtO»H §m4, f—I lowifchu r—I. 
POWTS OF LIGHT CAMPAIGN 
NEWSPAPER AD NO. POL-91 PG81 
-2Hi'x»* (65 Screen) 
Ntolunteer Agency: Saatch & Saafchi 
Adverteng. Inc. 
Campagn Director: Joseph J Dcherty 
Kdth Craft 8b STRIKE FORCE, a group of internationally 
known athletes who perform amazing feats of strength such as those 
seen on "Wide World of Sports", "The World's Strongest Man" Contest 
and ABC's "World News Tonight". 
• Keith Craft, the leader of STRIKE FORCE, has broken out of over 
1,000 pair of police handcuffs and holds a record for crushing 8 ft. of 
concrete with one blow from his arms. 
* See STRIKE FORCE do other amazing feats such as: 
4 stacks of concrete crushed as they burst into flames 
10 feet of ice crushed with a blow from the head 
Hot water bottle exploded with lung power 
Incredible amounts of weight lifted 
Telephone books ripped in half 
plus more... 
90e STRIKE FORCE 
OCTOBER 6-9      7-9PM 
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 7 12NOON JMU COMMONS AREA 
For More Information, Call Word Ministries 433-WORD 
S 
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Dukes drop Tigers, 
push record to 7-2 
by Dan Goldstein 
staff-writer 
The men's soccer team shut 
down a peaking Towson Slate 
University squad en route to a solid 
1-0 home victory yesterday. 
TSU, ranked eighth in the 
Southern Region with a 6-1-1 prc- 
match record, found themselves 
retreating on defense throughout the 
first half. The Dukes were able to 
dictate the pace of the game with a 
dangerous ground attack that 
allowed them to keep ball in 
possession for most of the game. 
"We were expecting the best 
team we have faced so far this 
season, and that is what we saw," 
said TSU head coach Frank 
Olszewski. "They were solid all 
over the field, don't make mistakes, 
and cover the entire field real well. 
They do everything a good team 
would do." 
One thing the Dukes did not do 
so well yesterday was capitalize on 
scoring opportunities. Despite 
creating good chances, JMU was 
continually denied goals on strong 
shots by Duncan Satchel 1 and Chad 
Wilkinson by Tiger goalkeeper 
Rich Pelligrini and the TSU 
crossbar. 
"We just tried to put our missed 
opportunities out of our minds and 
concentrate on the task at hand," 
said midfielder Bob Johnston. "Wc 
just had to keep pounding away and 
know we'd get one eventually." 
Johnston took it upon himself to 
break the deadlock with a 25-yard 
_ shot that snuck under a diving 
Pelligrini just 33 seconds into the 
second half. The Dukes displayed a 
slower, more deliberate build-up 
than the explosive offense that 
scored 21 goals in their first eight 
VICTORY page 29 JMU forward Ivan Sampson. MM HUNT/THE BREEZE 
Dukes vs. UMass will be speed vs. size 
by Greg Abel 
sports editor 
Riding a wave of momentum from their last- 
minute, 29-28 win at then 8th ranked William & 
Mary, the JMU football team has propelled itself into 
the I-AA top 20. This weekend the Dukes will face 
yet another formidable opponent when Yankee 
Conference power Massachusetts visits Bridgcforth 
Stadium. 
The JMU Parents' Weekend crowd should be treated 
to a very competitive contest. The Minutcmcn (2-2) 
have won the Yankee Conference title three of the 
past five years and began this season ranked 18th in I- 
AA. Their losses have come at the hands of fifth- 
ranked Delaware (24-7) and seventh-ranked Holy 
Cross, while they have defeated Maine (10-3) and 
Boston University (15-7). 
The biggest challenge JMU head coach Rip Schercr 
feels his 17th-ranked Dukes will face is handling the 
Minutemen's' huge offensive line. The Minutcmcn's 
front five goes 290, 265, 255, 285 and 265-pounds 
across. 
"Not only are they big, but they're physical, they 
have a blue collar mentality, they just come after you 
and try to intimidate you and try to jam the ball down 
your throat," Scherer said. "I think they reflect the 
personality of their head coach Jim Reid — he's got 
them playing real aggressive and they take a lot of 
pride in that." 
The Minutcmcn run an option attack and will be 
led Saturday by redshirt freshman Tony Williams. A 
converted defensive back, Williams made his first 
appearance as a QB last week when he came in during 
the first quarter against Boston University. Williams 
went on to run for 105 yards on 25 carries including 
the game winning touchdown. He also hit on four of 
six pass attempts for 40 yards. 
"Just like I told our football team, you make the 
most improvement between the first and second game 
of the season," Scherer said. "I think in essence for 
him this is the difference between his first and second 
game and I expect him to really make a lot of 
improvement. 
Williams will be joined in the backficld by 5-10, 
194-pound tailback Jerome Blcdsoc and 6-foot, 208- 
pound fullback Mike George. Blcdsoc leads the 
Yankee Conference with an average of 119.8 yards on 
the ground per game and picked up 104 yards and a 
TD last week against BU. 
Reid said he is hoping his Williams can learn a 
little something from the Dukes' Eriq Williams. 
"I don't know if it's the greatest way to prepare for 
an opponent, but I've got Tony watching how Eriq 
runs [the JMU] attack because that's the way I'd like 
him to be able to run it," Reid said. Eriq Williams 
"has a lot of poise and confidence, wc haven't seen a 
quarterback like him in a long lime." 
Reid was full of praise for the JMU attack. 
OUTLOOK page 32 
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UMass at JMU 
(2-2)       (3-1) 
1:30 p.m. at Harrisonburg, Va. 
y  
University of Massachusetts 
AT A GLANCE 
Location: Amherst, Ma. 
Enrollment: 17,400 
Conference: Yankee 
1990 Record: 8-2-1 (7-1) Lost In first round 
of l-AA tournament 
Hoad Coach: Jim Reid 
Reid's Record: 34-24-2 (6th season) 
LastWaok: Beat Boston University 15-7 
Series vs. JMU: Tied 1-1-1 
Last Meeting: 1989, JMU 28, UMass 28 
DEREK CARBONNEAU/THE BREEZE 
wm 
V 
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Hunters Ridge Condominiums and 
Tou/nhouses For Sale or Rent 
Slop by our Open House on Parents' Weekend, Saturday andSunday 
October 5th and 6th from 10 am to 4 pm and see why so many students 
and parents choose Hunters Ridge as their #1 off-campus housing community. 
Your family can make a profit everyday by owning a       g 
Hunters Ridge unit! Stop by and visit our on-site office 
located at 715 Port Republic Road Or call us tofl-fiee 
l-&X>-56&4558 for further intbrmatioa — 
jmu 
1-81 
«*" Additional Seating 
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Feed the Whole Gang for $24.95 (regularly $39.95) 
With a 3 Foot Madison Monster Sub- 
Feeds 15 People!!! 
(2 hours notice for Madison Monster) 
STUFFED WITH: 
Meats, Cheeses, Lettuce, 
Tomatoes, Onions, and Spanky's Sauce 
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Amigos? Posse? Who are these guys? 
.# 
Despite the fact that they played a 
huge part in JMU's 29-28 come-from- 
behind win over William & Mary last 
Saturday, there is something wrong 
with the Dukes' talented corps of wide 
receivers. 
Okay, so they're each averaging over 
19 yards per catch. But something is 
missing. 
The problem with David McLeod, 
Dwayne Hayes and Anthony Archer is 
that it takes too long to say their 
names all together. And it's nearly 
impossible not to mention them as the 
SPORTS COMMENTARY 
Maurice Jones 
one unit they have played like in the 
last three weeks. 
These guys need a nickname, and 
quick. AH the great wide receiving 
groups have neat nicknames that 
sportscasters will use forever, or at 
least until someone comes up with 
something else that sounds cool . . . 
The Three Amigos in Denver, the 
Posse in Washington, and ... 
All right, maybe not all of them 
have a fun nickname, but the 
important thing is that it's cool. 
I've been racking my brains over 
this and after days of research, I've 
decided to get some help (aside from 
the therapy I've been receiving for 
losing to a girl in football picks for 
two years running). 
Anyway, I can't come up with the 
perfect name, but as you might expect, 
I have some ideas. 
How about the Three Chicken 
Rustlers, in honor of D-hall. (Just one 
more student crack at the good folks at 
D-Hall for their penchant for poultry.) 
Hey guys, don't knock it 'til you've 
tried it 
Maybe even a poster of these guys 
with lassos and a wild herd of chickens 
— all right, maybe not. 
How about the Three Confident 
Dudes. I know. It's kind of cheesy, but 
these guys are fairly confident, not 
only about themselves but also in the 
new offensive attack head coach Rip 
Scherer has instituted. It has been quite 
a change from former coach Joe 
SAM TYREE/THE BREEZE 
From left, JMU receivers Dwayne Hayes, Anthony Archer and 
David McLeod. The trio has averaged over 19 yards per catch. 
Victory. 
Purzycki's grind-'em-out philosophy. 
"Since the team is doing so well, 
everything just flows through the 
team," Archer said. "Everybody on the 
team has confidence since we're 
winning." 
"The offense is more balanced than it 
was last year," McLeod said. "We were 
running more than passing last year, 
and this year it's more even. This year 
we could pass anytime or running 
anytime." 
The trio has made it difficult for 
defenses to key on one of them. It's 
hard to cover Three Confident Dudes. 
"Last year we really only had just 
one primary receiver, now we have two 
or three receivers," Hayes said. 
Oh by the way, when told they were 
being compared lo the Redskins Posse, 
they laughed and said, "We're younger 
and belter." Now that's confidence. 
JMU's receivers have attributed for 
10 touchdowns this season compared 
to a measly two last year. (Sec, right 
there is a perfect reason for a 
nickname. Instead of "JMU's 
receivers," I could have written their 
cool name.) 
How about, the Three Road 
Runners. These guys have made their 
opponents look like members of Wile 
E. Coyote's family. The more I think 
about it, the more I like it. After they 
get out of college, these guys could 
open their own bird-seed company or 
maybe even endorse Acme, Inc. (As 
you can tell, at this point, I'm not 
picky.) 
How about the Three Talented 
Guys. (Hey, I haven't heard one idea 
from you, so don't bust.) 
• According to Scherer each of his 
wide-outs is talented in different ways. 
"Dwayne is a big, physical, tough guy. 
He's a senior and he's got all the 
experience. He's been working hard and 
I appreciate his attitude. 
"David is an extremely talented guy, 
he's still raw and that's still hard to 
imagine based on all the great catches 
he's had. He's got great speed, he's got 
great vertical jump. 
"Arch is just a reliable guy and is 
faster than most people give him credit 
for. I think he gets overshadowed by 
the apparent physical abilities of the 
other two, but he just makes plays," 
Scherer said. 
So now we know they're talented, 
but yet no nickname. No Smurfs, no 
Posse. What can we call these guys? 
How about (I'm sure by this time 
you're cringing every time you see 
those two words), how about Eriq's 
Buddies? Quarterback Eriq Williams, or 
"The Riqster," has made the most of 
this skillful bunch of wide-outs. 
"They are on scholarship, just like 
me. They're supposed to make me 
look good sometimes," Williams has 
said on a couple of different occasions 
after a spectacular catch. 
So what do we call the receiving end 
of Air Madison? 
Maybe I'm trying too hard. Maybe I 
need more help than I thought. Wait a 
minute, I can't believe I didn't think 
about this before. (Actually I did think 
about it but decided to torture you with 
my ideas first.) What about some 
suggestions from the student body? 
We're creative people. We throw wild, 
interesting parties and come up with a 
million ways to steal street signs. I'm 
sure someone could think of one little 
nickname that would catch on like 
wildfire. 
Come on everyone, wherc's your 
Purple Pride? If you have a catchy 
nickname send it in to The Breeze 
sports department and please, no stupid 
ideas. We've had enough in this 
column. 
CONTINUED frontpage 27 
matches. 
Following the JMU goal, the Tigers game woke 
up and outshot the Dukes 5-2. 
"In the second half we took an attitude that we 
have got to play like they are playing," said coach 
Olszewski. "We didn't back down and went for every 
chance we had." 
JMU's defense continued its stingy ways despite 
the absence of sweeper Chris Greyard due lo a red card 
last week. Goalkeeper Joe O'Carroll, starting his first 
home game of the season, turned in the fifth shuiout 
of die season for the Dukes. 
"I thought we played pretty solid defensively," said 
O'Carroll. "Except the last ten minutes when they 
started pushing up trying to get the equalizer, 
everything started to get a liule hectic." 
When things got hectic, O'Carroll was quick to 
restore order by coming out strong on several TSU 
crosses. When O'Carroll was unable lo gel lo ihc 
ball, the Duke's defenders responded as Chris Maltese 
blocked what appeared to be a sure goal with under 
five minutes remaining. 
At 7-2, the Dukes hope to continue to roll through 
the heart of their conference schedule. JMU will iry to 
avenge last season's Colonial Athletic Association 
Tournament's ousting by American University when 
the Eagles come to Harrisonburg next Wednesday. 
"I think we've been playing well all season," said 
Johnston. "I feel confident going into these games. 
and I think die team has a lot of confidence." 
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car trouble like this, 
let's talk. Seniors and graduate students with Rood driving records ofte*n get stuck paying the same car insurance rates as less experienced 
drivers. But, if you're the kind of driver who obeys the 
speed limit and brakes for yellow lights, we think it*s time 
someone rewarded you. So we've designed a car insurance 
policy that's everything you deserve. 
This select coverage has very reasonable rates—even for 
students. In fact, in a recent survey, newGEICOpolicyhold- 
ers reported an average annual savings of over \5M. 
What's more, the 2 million drivers we insure give us high 
marks for exceptional service. GEICO is the only major in- 
surance company with 24-hour service, seven days a week. 
You speak directly to a professional every time you phone. 
And since we're "on call" day and night, our 
experts can answer your questions or begin 
processing a claim immediately. 
The policy itself is among the finest. Our reputation rests 
on over 50 years of experience providing coverage you can 
be sure of, at prices you can afford. 
So when you're ready to make the most of a clean driving 
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Women's golf brings JMU Invitational home 
Senior Sarah Neville captures individual title, Dukes place four in tourney's top seven 
by Chris Trible 
stqffwriter 
The football team was not the only 
JMU team to beat William and Mary 
this weekend, but while the football 
team won in the last 30 seconds, the 
women's golf team scalped the Tribe 
on Sunday in the JMU Golf Classic. 
Senior Sarah Neville shot a onc- 
over-par 73 in the final round of the 
two-day tournament to win the 
individual title, upending defending 
champ Vickie Linkous of W&M. 
Linkous held a four-stroke advantage 
over Neville entering the final round of 
Play- 
Neville's charge led the Dukes to an 
easy victory in their home tournament. 
JMU finished with a score of 624 
overall and placed four golfers in the 
top seven. The Tribe ranked a distant 
second with 648 total strokes. 
Second-year head coach Susan 
LaMotte was very pleased with the 
team's performance in light of the 
Dukes' two-week layoff from 
competition. 
"There's always 
improvement, but I 
LaMotte said. 
The triumph in Staunton was the 
room     for 
was pleased," 
result of an outstanding team effort. 
Junior Calay Jaynes and freshman 
Christy Power finished third and fourth 
respectively, and sophomore Heather 
Breeden placed seventh. 
"All five of the starters did well, and 
[those not involved in team play] also 
performed well," Neville said. "I was 
very proud of the great team effort as a 
whole." 
The team regularly practices at the 
Staunton Country Club and LaMotte 
said familiarity with the course, as 
well as support from family members 
and fans, contributed to the victory. 
She was particularly impressed with 
how the team, especially Neville, 
handled rough playing conditions. 
'To shoot one-over-par on a difficult 
course with a strong wind blowing was 
really quite incredible," LaMotte said. 
Neville attributed her performance to 
concentration and a strong putting 
game. 
The team showed a marked 
improvement from the first tournament 
of the season, when the Dukes finished 
14th at the Tar Heel Tournament in 
Chapel Hill, N.C. Although, that 
tournament included many nationally- 
ranked teams. Power was hampered by 
Courtesy of THE WOMEN'S GOLF TEAM 
The women's golf team won the JMU Invitational by 24 strokes. 
an illness and did not perform up to her 
potential. 
But LaMotte noted that in both 
tournaments the team succeeded in 
shooting lower than the goals she sets 
before each match. 
LaMotte said the key to the Dukes' 
success involves hard work and good 
team chemistry. 
"Everyone has improved since the 
year began," she said. 
The team "meshes much better than 
last year," she said. "The players have 
great personalities, and arc very helpful 
and encouraging of one another. 
They're a neat group of young ladies to 
GOLF page 33 
"CRAZY" KINGFISH 
Has Slashed Prices 
on 
Selected Floor Models • Discontinued Models • Reconditioned Models 
Home of the Purple Tl^ns 
Skyline Village Shopping Center 
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{ #£A /CRAB SHACK PLUS 
^M      K^    Soups   SANdwichEs   DINNERS 
~^^\   r^*' (FREsh ANCI FROZEN SEA food) 
LOW COST SHRIMP PLATTER TSf&Z 
C WE AISO SEII shniivip by TIIE pouNd. 9 
^ ALSO AVAILABLE: ** 
Q Swordfish * Tuna # Salmon # Orange Rough/ # Rainbow Trout #< Perch 
Ftouxfrr # Bluelish # Poraas # Spot # Croakers (according to avalabMy.) # Sea a Bay Scalops 
Oysters # Clams * Mussels* Crabmeat # Soft Shell Crabs # Steamed Crabs# Crab Legs # Shrimp 
Delivery If Desired 
1530 Country Club Rd. 432-9966 
Harrisonburg Minor Emergency 
Medical Center 
1356 S. Main St 
Harrisonburg, VA 
433-3992 
Walk-In Clink • No Appointment Necessary 




Sun. 12 pm-6pm 
Outlook 
CONHNUED/ram page 27 
"We are really impressed wilh ihcm 
us a football icam," he said. "In terms 
of offense, where they are now, is 
where we'd like to be." 
Balancing out the attack 
One thing Schcrcr said he hopes the 
Dukes can do Saturday is establish 
their running game a bit more than 
they.were able to against W&M. 
While Williams was passing for a 
career-high 307 yards, the Dukes 
ground game gathered only 133 yards. 
"I'm not very comfortable with that 
kind of a game, I'know [the receivers] 
arc, but I don't want to rely on 
throwing 307 yards to win each week. 
We've got to be able to run the 
football and then balance it out with 
the pass, but we don't want to be top- 
heavy wilh the pass," Scherer said. 
"Wc were just pretending to run the 
option," Scherer said. "Wc weren't able 
to be very effective and a lot of that 
credit has to goes to William & Mary." 
Williams' groin injury kept him from 
running well at W&M, but he was 
back to work in practice this week and 
is looking like his old self. Scherer 
said he thinks Williams will be "close 
to 100 percent" by Saturday. 
Double-duty Dion 
When JMU senior linebacker Shane 
Henson was forced to leave the W&M 
game with a knee injury, Dukes tight 
end Dion Foxx moved to the other side 
of the ball and took over at Henson's 
spot Foxx continued to play tight end 
as well. 
"He might be a two-way player all 
year," Scherer said. "He has the 
endurance; he has the ability. He can't 
go 60 snaps both ways, but he can 
play 30 snaps one side and 30 another 
and still be effective on both sides." 
Familiar face 
One edge the Minutemen may have 
is the fact that they have a coach who 
knows JMU's personnel well. The 
Minutemen's receivers coach is Tony 
DeMeo, last year's offensive 
coordinator for JMU under Joe 
Purzycki. 
I 








Rf. 33 East • 1550 E. Market St. 
by Wilderness Voyagers 
Sheraton Access Rd. 
GoH 
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CONTINUED frontpage 31 
work with. We're having a lot of fun, 
and that's how it should be." 
Jayncs felt the victory was a "good 
boost" for the team entering this 
weekend's tournament at Duke. 
Seventeen teams will be competing in 
the Duke Invitational, but Power is 
confident JMU can finish "in the top 
five overall with a good team effort." 
Freshman Heidi McWilliams will get 
her first start at Duke and is nervously 
anticipating the tournament. 
"I'm very excited right now, but I'm 
sure I'll be nervous when I get there," 
she explained. 
Nevertheless, the Dukes will be 
entering the tournament riding a wave 
of momentum. Jayncs said the JMU 
Invitational "was a good tournament 
for us, and we're ready to lake on 
bigger challenges." 
Skate Night— RoIIerskating at 
Skatetown U.S.A. is free on 
Thursday, Oct. 10 from 7:30-10:00 
p.m. with your JMU access card. 
Rentals are only $1. 
Volleyball — There will be a 
mandatory sign-up meeting for 
men's, women's, and co-rec on Oct. 
9 at 5:30 in Godwin 344. 
Officials needed: There will be an 
officials clinic on Oct. 7 and 8 at 
4:00 p.m. in Godwin 205. 
There will be a prediction walk 
for the new JMU Nature Trail on 
Oct. 3 at noon. Sign up at the 
sight. Call the Rec office at 568- 
6669 with any questions. 
Table tennis— Men's and 
women's singles and doubles and 
co-rec sign-up deadline is Tuesday, 
Oct. 15 by noon in the Rec 
Activities office. 
Aerobics— Students are allowed 
to attend faculty/staff aerobics. The 
first 10 spaces are reserved for 
faculty/staff and the other 15 spaces 
are for students. 
The women's rugby team 
defeated Longwood last weekend. 
Equipment technician needed: 
Involves repair and maintenance of 
fitness equipment; experience 
helpful but training will be 
provided. For more info contact the 
Rec office, Godwin 213, 568-6669 
Parents' Weekend '91 
JMU Megaphone filled with popcorn only 29$ 
Don t forget Mister Chips has hot coffee, hot 
chocolate, yummy bagels, great deli sandwiches 
and a zillion different snacks... DAY OR NIGHT! 
Open 7 am - Midnight (M-F) 9 am - Midnight (S-S) 
r Be Prepared!!! 
GRE GMAT LSAT NTE TOEFL, etc, 
! 
JIHU October is the month for the BIG tests and the 
JMU bookstore has all 
major test preparation 
manuals in stock. | 
(Special orders welcome for any books currently in print) 
~>^5> 
Dean named CAA 
player of week 
JMU senior Elizabeth Dean was 
named CAA volleyball player of 
the week for the week ending Sept. 
29. 
Dean, one of three team captains, 
was a key player in all four of the 
Dukes' victories last week. The 
5'10" middle hitter hit .333 and 
contributed 24 total blocks and 33 
digs towards the Dukes' wins. 
JMU is having one of their most 
successful starts ever, posting a 
record of 15-1 and a win streak of 
12 games. 
They pulled out a close one at 
Va. Tech on September 25 with a 
come from behind five-game 
victory, and won the four-team 
JMU Invitational last weekend. 
Dean was also named to the All- 
Tournament     team     at     the 
5S£    If you don't like 
^» my Pancakes! then 
fillet's go to Luigi's... 
•   •   # 
Invitational. 
She has high hopes for the 
Dukes this season. 
"We definitely have our sights 
set on winning the conference and 
then going to a post-season 
tournament," she said. 
Women's tennis hosts 
tourney 
The women's tennis team was 
the host with the most this 
weekend. Junior Christy Jessen 
won the No. 7 singles and Deborah 
DeYulio was second in No. 8 
singles. Freshman Caroline Cox 
was second in No. 2 singles, and 
the team of Cox and Renee 
Bousselaire were runners-up in No. 
2 doubles. The dynamic duo of 
Daniele Pino and Amy Wilder won 
the No. 1 doubles championship. 
Includes: Egg Pizza, Reg. Pizza, 
^\   Home Fries, Sausage, French Toast, 
wBiscuits, Bran Muffins, Baked Apples 
fy & Breakfast Pasta. 
jfi* bo cure those Sunday Brunch 
i© Munchies at... 
© S   U   N   D   A   V 11am - 2pm 
§ ■    - 
^ Let Your Parents in on the ^ 
o     jfegp  Experience    % 
<*> Homemade A 
'*tiU&®&&1& 
Wheat Crust ^ 
30 Toppings 0> 
1059 S. High Street f^ 
mm 
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i Court Square Stitchery \yj 
Duke's Plaza 
Complete Line of Counted Cross-Stitch Supplies »" 





Decorative Seasonal Flags 
g*;  g DMC Floss - Over 1,000 Books 
«**       Linens & Aida Cloth in Many Colors and Counts 
f 
Mon., Tues., W.d., Sat. 
10-6 ««* 
Thura., Frl. 10-9 
,' Dukes Plaza 
S Rt. 11 South 
0 i"01*. Harrlaonburg, V«. 
J<  ^    l (703) 433-2356 .„ „. .      - 
;- »,     A.«r :•****•: ^.>*_/ "^^s 
V 
»      II»»«JUC »X»JI «»"«'    - — 
li««llHW«raa«iauMIIIIM'linn«ltfM« ■•■! »IIHMH»II '"' ■»• "" Hi»».lillltll«»»il»""l'""'"" '■""* 
A FINE DINING TRADITION 
CONTINUES   ... 
12 OZ. T-BONE 
14 0Z.T-BONE 
16 OZ. PORTERHOUSE 
18 OZ. PORTERHOUSE 
2 LB. TOP SIRLOIN 
2 1/2 LB. TOP SIRLOIN 
FILET MIGNON 
LONDON BROIL 















Extended hours - 
October 5 and 6 
Saturday 9 am - 5 pm 
Sunday 10 am - 4 pm 
"Mom" and "Dad" mugs - $6.95 
tV2 
Ufom"/ Sweatshirts - $35.99 
and tec-shirts 
- $15.99 
Get the DUKES spirit before the game . 
Pennants $4.95 - 14.95 
Wind socks $14.95 
Stadium Cushions $4.95 - 9.95 
l*oin-I'oins $1.25 
Banners $12.50 
Marching lloval Dukes CD s - $10.00 
Cassettes $5.00 
Sale! Selected sweatshirts 
and sweatpants 
MasterCard FLEX ■sssri 
HONDA. 
CRX-CIVIC 
ACCORD • PRELUDE 
Sales Service  Parts 
Horrisonburg 




2675 S. Main Street 
Harrisonburg 
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GUEST 
PREDICTOR 
A sanipling of The Breeze sports staffs opinions on why or how Lynne "when in doubt go with the home team" Outland rests 
about 
"On 
restored his faith in the purple and gold. We must also mention that last week s guest, Joe, the Valentino's bouncer, enjoyed the best 




™V5 pizza and 
J™ four 16oz. 
55£      drinks 
any two 
FOUR big 12 inch 
STAR subs and 






FOUR large one item J 
STAR pizzas 
and four     ■ 
16oz. drinks   ■ 
') 
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THE LOOK 
PROFESSIONAL HAIR DESIGNERS 
TANNING SALON 
20% OFF any service 
w/ selected stylists PLUS 
FREE Bain-De-Terre Skin Care Kit 
valued at $9.95 (while supplies last) w/Coupon 
Please call for appoinimcnl «P««* NOV- ** 
Corner University Blvd 
& Reservoir St 433-1999 
I-S.I.-S.-B.I.^-S.-S.-S.-S.-S.^.'S.'S-'S--^ *,%»«■,*»•»*»»»»»»»*»%*»»»»** 
Serving JMUfor over 16 years 
University Market 
1320 Port Republic Road 
433-8014 
•M^azines •Groceries -Ice •Beverages 
Squire Hunter's 
Hill j     Ridgcl 






Your Pre-Game and Post-Game 
UlllUfV Party Store  
See 1st Lt Douglas Graham / Sgt. Bryan 
Hamilton at Warren Campus Center on 
October 8,23,31, November 12 & 
December 15 fromlO a.m. to 2 p.m. 
or call 1-800-542-5851. 
Bring mom, bring dad, 
bring the whole family! 
Come see the beautiful 
colors of the season... 
and the season's greatest styles! 
"Freshmen - Use Your Coupons!" 
benettOD* Valley Mall 
l-^i ace 
DINE-IN   •   DELIVERY 
GOURMET CHINESE FOOD 




OPEN MON-THURS 11:30AM-11PM 434-3003 
FRI -SAT 11:30AM 12AM I COO C    Main M 
SUN 12NOON10PM 1»« *• 
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Humor  
CLASSIC CALVIN & HOBBES/0/// Watterson 
LCCfc AT THAT THING IN 
THE DIRT'  IT MOST BE. 
BUT ITS NOT A BONE. \T 
MUST BE. 33C PRIMTTISE 
HUNTING WEAPON, OR 









CAN HOBBES AND I C£> 
PEAS IN THE RAIN, tAC*\' 
IQ-l 
WHEN *N DISCO/ER 
SOMETHING, NOU'ftE AUCWED 
Tt NAME IT AND POT UP 
A S\&N 
I 
BUT SUPPOSE VOU DIDNT 
D\SCCrJER THAT CREEK. 
OF COURSE. 1 
DID.' NOBMW 
ELSE HAS A 
SIGN THERE, 
RIGUT? 
WHAT'S V4RDN& WITH THAT ? 
XOU COULD CATCH 
PNEUMONIA, RUNVP 
A TEPfclBLE UOSPlTM. 
















TREVOR THE TREE FROG/Bob Woatington 
NEARFETCHED/ZoyGft? 
r 






THE FAR SIDE/G^o'tow/i 
Where the deer and the antelope work 
Mill! Vanilli's bird, Lilly 
BUG IN MY EYE/C/?. Yankoviak 
JO I <jues« "(his mgQns 
I dortt have to clean 
mu    Toorrif 
.   .. 
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THE 
niLLEft. FELLOWS 
PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 
Miller Fellows positions will be available in the following offices: 
President 
Senior Vice President 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Vice President for Advancement 
Vice President for Sponsored Research and External Programs 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
Athletic Director 
• Educational Objectives: To provide an opportunity for students to 
learn about higher education administration and to gain "hands-on" 
experience by working directly with a senior level administrator. 
• Fellows will serve for two semesters: Spring and Fall, 1992 
• Fellows will work an average of 10 hours a week for each semester. 
In addition, all of the Miller Fellows will meet together one hour each 
week to discuss various topics and share experiences. These common 
experiences will include discussions with the President, members of 
the Administrative Council, a member of the Board of Visitors and the 
Speaker of the Faculty Senate. The Assistant to the President will 
coordinate and serve as the facilitator for the common experiences. 
• Remuneration: $500 per semester 
• Academic credit: 3 hours of elective credit per semester 
• Qualifications: 2.5 GPA minimum, current Junior or Senior (if 
graduating after the fall semester, 1992.) 
• Application Procedures: A completed (typed) application and three 
letters of reference (at least one from a JMU faculty member) will be 
due in Wilson 206 on or before Friday, October 18, 1991. Interviews 
with finalists will be conducted in early November with selection 
announced by Thanksgiving. 
PUB ^RESTAURANT EftMBM W 
■WWW" 
$1.00 Cover - Free Buffet 
Sam Bointer 
from New Potato Caboose 
wptown Kutkmn fCinae 
Rhythm-n-Blues 
from D.C. 
Wolves of Azure 
Rock & Blues 
Welcome Parents 
Men Was foe M Time You 
Had a Good Poycleck? 
Why think about last time ^ 
can get one now! 
The Breeze is now hiring for an account executive position!  Come join 
our advertising sales team. Just send a resume and cover letter to: 




Deadline for applications is October 16. 
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FOR RENT 
Femekt Wetted to rent room in targe house 
near campus. Spring antfor summer "92. Cool 
house, cool roommates, (191 432-5580 
- « BR. 2 bath, tuly 
furnished. W/TJ, A/C. cable, graal condition. 
$160 per BR Avalable immediately Cal 
colled (703) 670-0523. 
Spring Leases Available 
Or Move) In Today 
$210-$215/month 
Fully furnished 




Townhouee For Rent - 3 BR, 2-1/2 bath, 
dose walk to campus. Prater graduala 
student. No pets, length ol lease negotiable. 
432-6006 
to share large 4 BR 
townhouse with 3 other grad. females. Large 
bedroom. Semi-furnished. 4 blocks on 
Dutchmi Court No smokino/pets/parties. 
Free first month's rent. No deposit required. 
Lease until May 15. $175/mo. 434-2100 
(owner). 
Female Needed 
to share condo. 
$160 rent Includes water, sewer, 
& trash pickup. 
Equipped kitchen, washer & dryer 
4 blocks from JMU 434-6866 
FORSAL£ 
Computer Tab* - $50. 564-0366, ask lor 
Kim. 
1t77 OktsmobOe - Ugly but runs great) 
$299. Call (h) 433-3848. (w) 434-6224. 
Splnet-Cenaoie     Piano     Bargain     - 
Responsible party to make low monthly 
payments on piano. Can be seen locally Call 
Mr. White at (800) 327-3345, ext. 101. 
Ford Mustang LX - 1989 hatchback. Every 
option-stereo cassette, automatic, air. 37,000 
mi. Sharp, must see. 6/60 warranty. Priced to 
sell! 828-6213 
For Sale - 10 speed bicycle. $50 or best 
otter. Call Patty, 434-5915. 
VW - 1979 Diesel. Runs great, low mileage. 
$1350 or best offer. 432-0229 
HELP WANTED 
Earn Fabulous Free spring break vacation 
while meeting new people 4 earning cash. 
Work at your own pace. Energetic, highly 
motwated, outgoing individuals needed. Call 
Bob at Campus Holidays. (800) 627-4791. 
between 5 a 10 pm. CST. 
Have Opportunity tor experienced rider to 
exercise horses. Call Oak Manor Farms, 
(703)234-8101. 
Women's Basketball Manager needed for 
1991-92 season. Please caU Jeanne 
Reynolds, x6B29,asap. 
Attention Bustoees/MerkeUng Majors - 
Need a challenge? Earn up to $2500/torm 
managing credit card promotions on campus. 
Flexible hours. Call (800) 950-8472. ext. 24. 
Foolproof Fundralalng - For your fraternity, 
sorority, team or other campus organization. 
Absolutely no Investment required! Ad now 
lor the chance lo win a Cartbean cruise and 
labutousprimlCaf (800) 9508472. ext. 50. 
Waitresses Wanted - Jess's Lunch & Gut* 
Tavema. Al shifts. Apply in person at Jess's 
Lunch. 22 S. Main St.. downtown. 
Attention - Exoetent income for horns 
assembly work, (504) 646-1700. Dept. P4806. 
Person With Truck lo do light hauling. 
234-8317 
to operate 
entertainment show. Exceient pay! WD train. 
Must be 21, dean-cut, outgoing a have 
ratable transportation. Cal DJ Entertainment, 
434-0357. 
No Gimmicks - Extra income now! Envelope 
stuffing. $600-$800 every week. Free details: 
SASE to Brooks International, Inc., P.O. Box 
680605, Orlando, FL, 32868. 
Earn $2588 a Free Trips seeing spring break 
packages to Bahamas. Mexico, Jamaica. 
Florida! Best trips I prices! Spring Break 
Travel, (800) 636-6786. 
I - Lost Tues. Sept 24 at JMs Pub » 
Dek-Minorla Zoom Lens Camera wih roll film. 
Separate reward for camera a Hm. No 
questions asked. Flm is vwy special. Please 
cal 433-6924 a leave message, or send to 
916 Vine St., Harrtsonburg. 
Found- While and black boxer with collar, 
no tags. Cal 432 5520 to claim. 
PERSONALS 
I DM R! - Tm oflicialy in the Miss Virginia 
USA Pageant, rve been through many 
pageants, but getting sponsorshp always 
seems to be the hardest. I must raise $495 by 
Nov. Please help me. Every dollar goes a 
long way. Please contact Dartene Chaney at 
433-0141I you can hek) in any way. 
Terrifle Typist - Fast, accurate, rush jobs, 
near JMU, cal 434-4332. 
Horseback Riding - 20 mm. from 
Harrtsonburg. Lessons & trails. Guided by 
qualified instructors. You wll enjoy safe 
dependable horses. For appi 4 details, call 
Oak Manor Farms. (703) 234-8101. 
fissures Services - Creating, organizing, 
edrting. Reasonable lee. Call Stephanie, 
432-1242. 
Get Your Dorm/Apt. Reedy for Parent's 
Weekend. Maid services. Call Mary, 
432-0127. Hourly rates available. 
Smal Contingent Civil War reenactment at 
Frederick Farm, Od. 6 & 7, 3 mi. Irom 
Massanutten. Cal for (fractions. 298-9723 
Word Processing of student papers & 
reports. Judy Shaw. 828-2748. 
Golden Key 
General Meeting 
Monday, Oct. 7. at 5:30 
in Moody Lounge (1st Floor) 
New A present members welcome 
Gain Experience, 
make) money A have fun doing It. 
Assoc. of Collegiate Entrepreneurs 
Thurs..Ocl. 3, 6:30. 
Valley Room. WCC 
AJ welcome 
rTteeVeew is interested in tatung a sensitive 
took at breast cancer. I this disease has 
affected you or someone dose to you A you'd 
be wising to tak about I, please cal Laura at 
X6127 or Kate at x7215 alter 9 pm Kara, 
please cal back! 
- Thank you for slaying with me A 
putting up with me. You are the best. I love 
you, Peter. 
.led -1 love your Ireckle. Got anything blue' 
Love. Liz. 
Zele Teu Alpha loves the awesome Kappa 
pledge class! 
Sara, Amanda, Reagan - Congrats on your 
AXH Little Sister bids! 
Stephanie I Mke - Happy 1-1/2 year 
anniversary! Hope you have many more! 
Love, Paige 8 Tara 
LAE - Your house is beautiul. We had a 
blast! zrA 
FratomMes - Get ready for Sunday! AXO is 
psyched for their 2nd Annual Frisbee FNngl 
Java Hut Coffee House 
8 pm Friday at 
Wesley Foundation 
Hear Micki Shirey & 
Katie Becker. 
Bring your parents. 
Mke B. - Congratulations on your 4>xe bid. 
Your Big Brothers 
JJ1E - Thanks lor the craziness at Foxfietd! 
Hope you got to see some horses. Love. 
ACT. 
Master Bartending Academy 
Learn how to mix drinks for 
yourself A your friends. 
Al students eligible 
Classes conveniently located 
on campus. 
Cal 568-2050 'Off-campus f 
Congratulations lo the Gamma pledge dass 
of Pi Sigma Epsibn: Christie Hunt, Monica 
Swanson, Paul Moye, Angela Firkins, Agnes 
Hendrick, Stefan Huh. Tisha Hunt, Amy Judd, 
Joe Matthews, Steve Mengel, Lee Ray, 
Ronnie Shields. Richard Steinle. Corey 
Purdue. Danny Cagwin. Candy Caulhome, 
Katrina Clark. Tonya Edwards, Jackie 
Hanson, Amy Johnson, Rhonda Kauf. Jenny 
Kelsey. Kevin Lynch. Sharon Mallory. Richard 
Resnek, Charlene Robinson. Russ Tickle 4 
Nicole Tarrant. 
AXA. AXO, EAE - Thanks lor the crabs 
last Wednesday. We had a great time. ACT 
Special Opening 
lor Parent's Dayi 
Saturday. Oct S, 10 am - 3 pm 
Blithe Spirit 
Girts. Collectibles & Fudge' 
91 N. Main St. (next to Beizona Cale) 
434-4847 
Cornucopia Snack Shoppe, Valley Mall. 
Popcorn in bags 4 decorative tins. Great gifts. 
Mai order. 434-0077, 5-11 pm. 
Organizations, see us for unique lund raisers. 
Free Pizza 
All Seniors t 
Senior Class Meeting 
Wednesday, Oct. 9, 1991 
Valley Room/WCC 
Come A help plan your 
graduation party! 
rtave You Eaton At Burger Perk Lately? 
Under new management! 
All Underclassmen - Yearbook photos, 
Anthony-Seeger, 216. Sept. 30-Od. 11. 9 
am-5 pm. Sign up at office. 
I Studbs Are Breaking You, lake a break 
with us. Lutheran Student Movement. 6:45 
tonight a the bus stop. 434-3496 
Greet Prices l Quality! DJR Custom 
Imprints.66 E. Market St.. 564 0555. 
Adoption - Loving couple unable to have 
children wishes to adopt an infant. Cal Tom 
or Judy collect. (703) 534-2033. 
Xd> ETA Class - Rob Chandler, thanks for 
showing up Saturday! 
At 11:45 On Friday, there will be ftowers on 
Wilson steps. 
IX - Get ready to fling some Irisbees on 
Sunday. Love, your Frisbee Fling coaches 
Hats - Want one? Buy Irom Golden Key! Cal 
Nicole. 432-1667. 
DC Pledgee are doing great! Keep H up! 
Be A Complex Rep! The CSC is still looking 
for representaWes from Ashby Crossing, 
Hunters Ridge 4 Duke Garden Apis. Sign up 
in the Commuter Lounge. Ground floor level, 
WCC. 
Free Spring Break Tripe 
to students 
or student organizations, 
promoting our 
spring break packages 
Good pay A fun. 
CaJt CMI. (800) 423-5264 
Don t let your classmates forget 
you-get your picture taken for the 
Yearbook! 
Underclass photos now-Oct  11 
Anthony-Seeger, 216,9-5 
Sign up prior to picture 
Tabs Your Parents To Church this Sunday 
tor a change. Worship a 8:30 or 11. Parents 
Day reception. 9:45-10:45. Muhlenberg 
Lutheran. Across from Burger King on East 
Market St. 
Give Lie! Donate btoodl Sign up for an 
appointment tor Od. 9 in the Commuter 
Lounge in the Campus Center.  
Xd> Pledge Rob Hoptwea - Your pledging 
has just begun, & here's what to do: make 
some memories & have lots of fun, 'cause 
your Big Sister's watching you! 
ETI - Those horses wll never be the same! 
Love.ZTA. 
Melenie Anderson - You're an awesome 
A Xn pledge! Love. Chi Sis. 
AKA - Get psyched lor frisbee fling! Love, 
your AXO coaches. 
<t>U - Language Honor Sooery wants you! 
See posters in Keezell. 
Got A Gang To Feed? Five 1/4 b. burgers 
for $3.99 ♦ tax at Burger Park! Al day. every 
day! 
MM - The hows wuz emptea last weekn wlh 
u a Mekoz. the game 8 Foxteekj! 
Remembu. we're steel your boys* Luv. Bill 8 
Ted. 
Greek A Tkee - Lavaliers 4 charms in stock. 
Cal 434-2718. 
FIRST CHURCH OF 
THE BRETHREN 
315 S. Dogwood Or. 
Harrlsonburg, VA 




Attention Greeks - Need |ewery'> In slock, 
Greek A Thee. 434-2718 
Buying I SeMng - Quality baseball cards. 
#1 card shop in area 20,000 back-issue 
comics. Virginia Cards 4 Comics, located in 
Rock/s Antique Mai. 10 mi. south of 
Hamsonburg on Rt. 11. 234-0432 or 
434-5040.  
Eve, I'm going to bring Dad to Protestant 
Worship on Sunday al 11 am in Valey Room, 
WCC. Hope lo see you there Adam. 
nKA - Get ready to win Frisbee Fling on 
Sunday. Love. AXO coaches Melissa, Cindy, 
Susan A Kale. 
Curious? Golden Key information table. 





Z. B. Molefe 
From the City Press, 
a newspaper in South Africa 
On journalism under 
apartheid 
Tonight, Oct. 3, 8 p.m. 
Anthony-Seeger auditorium. 
All students, faculty and staff are invited. 
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Try Our Pepperoni 
Pizza Feast. 
It's Sort Of A Pepperoni 
Pizza With An Attitude. 
We pile on more of what you love about our pepperoni pizzas - 50% more pepperoni 
and an extra layer of 100% real cheese. 
Try one. It'll change your attitude toward pepperoni pizzas for good. 
Hours: 
Open daily for lunch at 1 lam. 
Open until lam Sun-Thurs. 
Open until 2am Fri. & Sat. 
OUR 30 MINUTE GUARANTEE! 
If your pizza does not arrive within 
30 minutes from the time you order, 
our delivery person will deduct 
$3.00 from your order. Drivers are 




Serving EMC/Valley Mall 
MEDIUM OR PAN 
PEPPERONI PIZZA FEAST 
Loaded with 50% more pepperoni and an extra 
layer of 100% real cheese! GET A SECOND ONE 
FOR ONLY $3.99! 
$8.99 
■ Expires: 10-31-91 
|        *« > mowq *<*n om» Ha im it\ n war on* fncm may nry Cuaomtr wn 
■ u«i lu Ail ippacaua tewy anus Imrw 10 anaun Ml OtMig Our *n*l carry am 
•tan B000 Ow orwi an not pcnjfUM in UM annrtu 
PIZZA PANIC 
Get a medium pizza with one of your favorite 
toppings and two 12 oz. cans of Coca Cola, 
Classic or Diet. 
$6.99 
Expires: 10-31-91 90 
um lu *r*t aprMola Datwy anal mud K awn uta «Mno Out ««l cany km 
man $2000 ax rjrtvan an nol panakad lor Ha tf.artra 
HUNGER FIGHTER 
Get a large hand-tossed pizza with one of your 
favorite loppings for only $7.99 (plus tax). 
$7.99 
Expires: 10-31-91 djl 
taMtool 
man COOO Our 
0% M nan -m an, om» ant, Pnc.1 may «y Cuaromtr payl 
CWvr/rr anaa fcTMO10 KUI M 0m>ng   Our IMi cany Itu 
an nol DaroUan lor lax Mm 
GREAT PIZZA ANY WAY YOU SLICE IT. 
